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Rescue coming, but what a mockery ! Ted saw almost a dozen bolomen almost within arm's reach
of him. "One down, anyway!" jeered the young corporal, aiming his last shot. "I've
saved the general to-day!" It was a dying soldier's death-this!
\
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Cut Out. For
An Officer
.
OR,

CORPORAL TED IN THE PHILIPPINES
By LIEUT. J. J.

BARRY .
..

CHAPTER I .
A GREAT DAY FOR THE "KID" SOLDIER.

Private Jim Havers was known in the Forty-Second
United States infantry as "'l"he Slob."
He lay off now, on the fine, soft grass under a mango
tree on the edge of the Laguna de Lanao in the Island of
Mindanao, the second largest of the Philipi>ine Islands.
His khaki uniform was spotted, soiled-looking. There
were splotches of ma11ogany-colored mud on his khaki
leggings.
"If I was ma.jo.r of this outfit," he began, "I'd do things
different."
"How?" challenged Private Riley, lazily. He was a veteran of eight years' service in the United States army.
"There'd be less hiking and more fighting,'' asserted Private Jim. "Now, I wouldn't wear the men out. I'd give
'em one good sharp battle, chase the Filipinos into the
ocean, and have done with this nonsense."
Private Riley yawned, got up, stretched, and .walked
away.
"I'm just as well pleased, me boy, that ye're not major,"
was Riley's parting shot over-his shoulder.
Three or four soldiers laughed and walked away.
Havers was left with only Private Ted Brisbane to talk
to.
"Riley has a big idea of Major Eldredge, hasn't he?"
demanded Jim, scornfully.
"I guess he's about as good a major as there is in the
army," Ted replied, thoughtfully.'
"Good? Oh, bosh! Eldredge is a mossback, l tell you,
Brisbane. Now, if I was a major--"

"You-a major?" smiled Ted, amusedly.
Jim Havers sat up, his eyes flaring wrathfully.
"Well, what's so funny about my being a major?" he
challenged. "Don't you think I know enough to be an
officer?"
"An officer?" T'ed repeated thoughtfully. "Why, Jim,
to tell you the plain truth, you're a whole mile away from
being a good soldier!"
At that Jim sat bolt upright, fire seeming to burn in his
,;
eyes.
"What's the matter with me as a soldier?" he demanded.
"That's what a good many have been wondering,'' Ted
laughed. "Oh, keep cool, Jim! Do you want some good
advice?"
·
"I don't need it,". came the gruff retort.
"No," smiled T·ed. "I never knew a slob who did need
advice."
"Slob?" cried Jim, angrily, leaping to. his feet. "Get
up and say that again."
But Ted still lay on the soft grass, resting on his right ·
elbow. '
"What's the use of my getting up, Jim?" he drawled.
"It wouldn't do you any good. I can lick you. I did once
before, you'll remember, when you sneered at the State I
was born in."
"But what are you calling me a slob· for?" demanded
Havers, hotly.
"For the same reason that everyone else in the regime!lt
does, I guess," smiled Brisbane, coolly. "That's your
nickname, you know."
"Well, maybe I am a bit of a slob," Jim admitted. "I
know I don't keep my uniform spotless."
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"Nor your rifle, either, Jim. You've been called down to take an interest in you. Say, it's a big thing, Jim, to be
a dozen times at inspection, as I remember, for having dirt a good soldier. A.nd it's one of the doggonedest things on
ap.d grease in your rifle barrel. Look at your uniform; look earth to be a no-good soldier."
"Who says I ain't?"
at those leggings. Think of the number of times you've
A.gain Jim sat bolt upright.
been called down for having your tent untidy. You know
"Most everybody says you ain't,'' T'ed retorted, unconwell enough, Jim, that when a soldier is untidy about hims~lf and dirty about his equipment, his officers rate him cernedly. "Now, if you brace up, Jim, and act like a
man and look like one, you'll find life a whole lot pleasas a mighty poor soldier."
Jim glanced doubtfully at T'ed's uniform, leggings, som- anter in this regiment."
Jim opened h:ls mouth to speak, but just as he did so
brero, cartridge belt, and bayonet .scabbard.
A.11 were spotless, foi: Ted was one of the neatest men young Private Brisbane, looking over his comrade's back,
jumped suddenly up.
in the regiment, and it was a neat regiment at that.
"Attention!" he muttered to Jim.
Man? Well, Ted was just eighteen, and had been in
That brought Havers to his feet, too.
the service but a few months.,
Cap.tain Bentley, their company commander, was apHe had enlisted at Boston, and had expressed a preferproaching. Regulations required both young men to be
ence for service in the Philippines.
Havers was from another State near Ted's own.
on their feet, standing at attention, and then saluting as
In a way the two had been friends, both belonging to their officer got near.
'
Captain Bentley, a fine-looking man of middle age, with
Captain Bentley's G Company of the Forty-second Infantry.
hair that was partly iron gray, stopp.ed close to them,
Yet 'l'ed had not been too friendly. He did not care to after returning the salutes of the two s.oldier&.t"I've been looking for you, Brisbanl:l," announced the
be known exactly as a friend of The Slob, who was about
as slobby in everything else as he was about himself.
captain. "I have something to tell you that..J hope ,will
"Why don't you brace up, Jim?" asked Ted, after a mo- please you. A. week ago, when the m~il Wta8)igoing over
ment, when Private Havers had throwll' himself on the to headqum'ters at Zamboanga, I sept a communication to
ground again and lay looking out over the lake.
Colonel Carson recommending that you be appointed a
corporal. The mail came in to-day, and I'm glad to be
"What's the use?" asked Jim, discontentedly.
"What's the use of being a soldier at all, if you're not able to inform you tha.t Colonel Carson sent your warrant
as a corporal."
.
going to be a good soldier?"
Ted Brisbane's heart gave a little thump of pride and
"I guess I'm good enough,'' grunted Jim. "I get my
pay all right, and everything else that's coming to me. pleasure, but when he spoke he said very simply:
A.nd I never showed cold feet, did I?"
"Thank you, sir. I appreciate the l1onor."
"I think you do, corporal," the captain said bluntly,
"Cold feet" is the soldier's term for cowardice. When a
soldier is afraid cold chills go.chasing down his spine and employing our hero's new title for the first time. "I exsettle in his feet. Hence he has "cold feet." At l<Jast, pect, corporal, that you will attend strictly to your new
duties, and prove a valuable non-commissioned officer."
that's the explanation you'll get in the army.
"I shall, if it's in me at all, sir," Ted answered, simply.
"No, you're not a cold foot,'' Ted admitted. "Thei:e
I
"Put on your chevi·ons as soon as you can get them, Corare mighty few cowards in the regular army. That's because a coward couldn't stand the ra~ket, and he'd run poral Brisbane," Captain Bentley ' ordered, as he passed
away and keep out of sight any1ray. But you don't stand .the young soldier his warrant.
"Yes, sir. Thank you, sir."
high in the regiment, Jim. Yet there's no reason why
Both soldiers again saluted as the captain turned to walk
you shouldn't. Now, see here, old fellow, why don't you
go down to the quartermaster's department now, draw away.
"Oh, me! Oh, my!" grunted Havers, enviously.
another uniform, leggings, shoes, . and bat.. Then go off
somewhere in the woods and dean yourself up--good! · "It's .fine, isn't it?" Ted asked, color . coming into his
Then put on the new things and come back into camp." already ' hrcinzed cheeks.
"I suppose you feel pretty big now," jeered the Slob.
"The fellows would~'t say a thing to me, would they?"
"I feel proud, of course. It'll be good news to send
demanded Private Havers, reddening.
"They'd probably guy you,'' Ted admitted. "But they home to th~ old folks. It'll show them that their kid has
would have to quit by to-morrow- if they found that you been at least attending to his business. '
went on keeping yourself tidy. Say, now, Jim, will you
"Oh, you'll have a regular swelled heap_ now," uttered
do it?"
Havers, disgustedly.
'l'ed rolled over, looking his comrade earnestly in the
"Don't you think it!" Ted snapped, with vigor. "But,
say, Jim, wouldn't you like fo be a corporal, too?"
eyes.
"I suppose so," nodded the other. "A. corporal doesn't
"What's the use?" he insisted again.
''Get up your own respect, Havers, and make the other have to walk his beat as a sentry, and there's a heap of
·
fellows respect you more. Give your officers some reason other things a corporal gets out of."
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"That's talking too much like the Slob, Jim," Ted murmured, earnestly. "You'd be no good as a corporal if all
you thought of was the number of things you couhl get
out of doing. A corporal does escape a good deal of drudgery, to be sure, but he has other new duties that a soldier
doesn't have." ,
"You'll be trying for a commission now, I suppose,"
jeered Jim. "You~ll be trying to get through an examination and blossom out as a kid lieutenant, with shoulderstraps on."
"Maybe," smiled Ted. "I'd like it well enough."
Enlisted men in the army are of three different kinds.
First of all there is the private soldier.
Just above him comes the corporal, and above the corporal is the sergeant. Corporal and sergeant are not officers, but are known as non-commissioned officers.
Corporal and sergeant receive their appointments from
their colonel, who may revoke the appointment at any
time that he sees fit.
The lowest rank of commissioned officer-or "officer,"
as he is genellally called-is a second lieutenant.
The officers-;- of a...company are a captain, a first lieutenant, and a se<rond lHlutenant.
A battalion •C©nSists of four companies. There are three
battalions in..a •regiment. The first of these battalions is
commanded by the lieutenant-colonel, the other two battalions being commanded by majors.
The colonel is the commanding officer: of a regiment,
while above the colonels are the generals.
Not for worlds would Ted Brisbane have confessed it,
but he had really enlisted for the sole purpose of working himself up to be an officer.
Cadets who arn graduated from the U. S. Military A.cad.· emy at West Point are appointed as second lieutenants. If
there arn any vacancies left when the cadets have been
appointed, then enough non-commissioned officers are appointed to fill the remaining vacancies in the grade of second lieutenant.
Some of the best officers in the army have thus risen
from the ranks.
If Ted Brisbane, as he left the shore of the lake, and
started for the camp hidden in under the great grove of
trees near by, held himself a little straighter and walked
as if treading on air, who can blame him?"
He had won his first step toward making an officer of
hiniself.
"This is a great day for the kid soldier," he thrilled
within himself.
For that had been his nickname in the regiment-"the
kid. 11
It was a picturesque, even ii not a stirring sight that
met h~s eyes as our hero turned in under the trees.
Here was the battalion camp.
First of all were the headquarters group of tents.
Major Eldredge's tent stood at the head of the camp, a
rather roomy tent furnished with a cot, chairs, table, and
army box the size of a trunk.
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Close by stood the tents of the other officers.
Then, beyond, by companies, were grouped the sheltertents of the enlisted men.
"Pup-houses," these shelter tents are called. They are
odd little tents, barely more than two feet in height, six
feet long, and just wide enough for two soldiers to crawl
in under and sleep.
.
On the march each soldier carries half of one of these
tents, rolled up with his blanket.
There is a jointed stick at the front of the tent, another
at tlie rear) and a rope passing over the tops of the two
sticks, and over this rope the tent is stretched.
As Ted strode through the camp he looked for Sergeant
Widman, and found him.
"Any orders, sergeant?" Ted asked, halting.
The first sergeant has very much the same position in
a company that a foreman occupies in a factory.
"Haven't heard of any orders yet, corporal," replied
Widman, a big, powerful Dane and a thorough soldier.
"You've got time to get your chevrons now. Why don't
you do it?"
"Guess I will," the new corporal replied, and kept on
until he reached the big quartermaster tent at the lower
end of the ca.mp. ·
B.uying his chevrons, the V-shaped insignia of his new
rank, Ted returned to his tent, which he shared with
Private Riley.
As Brisbane got out his sewing kit and sat on the groull.d
sewing on the white cloth chevrons, his tent-mate"bunkie"-Riley, sauntered up.
"Is it a corporal I'm going to be sleeping with?" demanded the young Irishman.
"So it. seems," smiled Ted.
"Then I'll be losing me bunkie," grunted Riley.
"Perhaps not. I haven't received any orders to bunk
in with another corporal yet. Tell you what, Riley: Go in
for being a corporal yourself, and we'll bunk in together.',.
"I'm afraid not,'' sighed the Irishman. "Whenever the
company's old man"-meaning Captain Bentley-" gets
around my way he seems to go suddenly blind!"
Ted, having sewed the much-prized chevrons on, stood
up and tried on the jacket.
It wasn't so bad, being a corporal, after all!
"Pass the word for Corporal Brisbane!" rang a voice
down the camp from the headquarters group of tents.
"Corporal Brisbane!" sounded on the air.
"Here!" responded Ted, stepping forward.
"Wanted at headquarters I"
Ted Brisbane strode off in haste to respond.
He was on the threshold of learning what it meant to
be a corporal I
Lieutenant Myers, battalion adjutant, a trim, youngisli
little officer, stood waiting before the headquarters tent.
"Corporal Brisbane,'' began the lieutenant, briskly,
"Corporal Meade received a sunstroke to-day. You ml.I
take his place on the guard."
"Very good, sir."
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"Remain· around here until Captain Costigan, officer of
"Ah, you are new officer?" went on Jose, stopping and
eyeing
the brand-new ~hevrons. ,
the day, gives you your or.ders."
"New corporal," our hero corrected.
"Very good, si~."
"One of other corporals killed?" asked Jose.
Ted saiuted again as the adjutant turned away.
Then he seated himself on a stool before the guard-tent,
"Not that I know of."
awaiting whatever should come in a soldier's life.
"Captain Winthrop back yet?" continued Jose.
"Didn't know he was away," retorted Ted, eyeing the
His chance was coming soon enough!
Rattling times were right ahead of Eldredge's battalion Filipino.
"Oh, yes; he went awa.y three day ago; maybe fift'
of the Forty-second!
men," hinted Jose, grinning in what was m~ant to be a
friendly way.
"W'ho told you that?" Ted asked, sharply.
CHAPTER II.
He had 1little use for Filipinos of any kind, and had no
use whatever for those who claimed to be friendly.
SPIES IN THE CAMP.
"Oh; I hear soldiers talk about it yest'day," Jose responded, carelessly.
It was within an hour of dark at the close of a hot day.
This Filipino, who wore no clothing beyond a short,
And down there in the I sland of M.indanao, less than ragged pah of trousers of white cotton, a short blouse of
eight degrees north of the equator, it knew how to be the same cloth open in front, and~ tattered straw hat, had
hot!
'
seated himself on the ground, the :flat round basket in
he carried his cigars and matches 1,being on the
which
The day had been a scorcher.
ground
beside him.
r
Throughout the day most of the men in Eldredge's bat"It
seems
to
me
you
hear
too
much,"
spoke
Ted, sharptalion, four hundred and fifty strong, had taken things as
ly.
,,,,
easily as they could.
"Oh, I not hear ver' much," replied Jose, still smiling
-Somewhere out in the mountains just to the south of
them was Captain Winthrop, with fifty men of his com- carelessly.
" Soap, senor?" called a laughing voice. "Needles?
pany.
Thread?
An't'ing you wish?"
These were absent on a scouting position, doing their
Jose's
sister,
Pina, was approaching.
best to locate the whereabout of Alcante, a Filipino halfwas
even
shorter than Jose, rounded, ,agile, and
She
breed, half revolutionist and half bandit. ·
in her dark way.
pretty
as
a
picture
Alcante was believed to have with him upwards of fitShe
wore
no
more
clothing than her brother-merely a
teen hundred Filipinos, armed to the teeth, who had been
reaching
down
:to her bare knees.
print
dress
terrorizing this southern part of the island for three
On
her
dark
hair,
instead
of a hat, she carrieti her little·
months past.
basket, for Pina, too, had secured a permit to trade
Major Eldredge's battalio,n had been sent out to disperse
through the camp.
Alcante and his numerous band.
"Nothing wanted," spoke Ted, shortly.
But the Filipino, in his native jungle, or up :in his naPina looked at him with coquettish reproach :in her
tive mountains, is a hard fellow to catch.
eyes.
For weeks the major had led his soldiers through those
"You cross, senor?" she pouted'.
mountains, marching wherever native scouts had led them.
But Ted, who had been in four fights already with the
The. soldiers 'Were well worn out, nor had they met AlFilipinos, and who had had one "bunkie" killed through
cante.
the treachery of these natives, wasted no sympathy on
So now the battalion was back irt camp, on the edge of Pina, even if she was pretty.
Lanao lake, and Captain Winthrop, the best scou,t in the
Rising, he looked inside the tent. Butters, sergeant of
regiment, was out with his handful of men operating with- the guard, was sitting on the edge of a cot, reading.
out the aid of treacherous native scouts.
"Sergeant," asked Ted, "have you any objection .to my
"Qigars, boss!" hailed a Filipino boy, approaching Ted driving these Filipino traders away from the guard-tent?"
as he sat outside the guard-tent. ·
·
"They have a permit to trade," replied Sergeant ButBrisbane looked around to find himself being regarded ters, blowing out a cloud of cigar-smoke.
· .
with curiosity by a Filipino of perhaps eighteen years, a
"Oh, very good, then,'' replied Ted, turning away.
thin, short, wiry-looking chap named Jose.
"You can order 'em away from the guard-tent, I supJose had a permit to wander through the camp, vending pose," went on the sergeant of the guard. .
cigars, matches, and other merchandise.
"Shall I?" asked B.risbane, haJ.ting in the doorway of
He was believe!l to be friendly to America.nos, hence his the tent.
"Yes, if you want to."
permit.
"Jose," ordered Ted, stepping outside, "you'll have to
"I don't smoke," replied T'ed.
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keep away from the guard-tent. Keep your sister away,
too."
"But we got permit," insisted the Filipino boy, not offering to rise from his couch on the ground.
"You'll have to keep away from the gua.rd-tent, I say,"
Ted insisted. "Come! Get up~ Vamoose!"
But Jose remained defiantly where he was.
A private of the guard paced up and down before the
tent.
"Sentry," called our hero, sharply, "chase these people
away from the guard-tent. See that they don't come near
again."
.Halting and putting his guJ;l. at port, the, sentry eyed the
native pair, both still rebellious.
"You heard the order," grunted the sentry. "Have
you got to feel a bayonet before you stir?"
With a surly growl Jose got up, picked up his basket,
and slouched away.
'
But Pina stood her ground long enough to turn her
angry, flashing eyes scornfully on our hero.
"You no good!" she taunted.
"Sorry to have the bad opinion of the ladies," smiled
Ted, raising hi sombrero.
"Come on-scoot!" ordered the sentry. ·
Then Pina W'ent, b'ut she again fl ashed her eyes scornfully over her shoulder.
Sergeant Butters stood in the doorway of the. t ent, looking out.
,
"What's the matter, corporal? Can't stand the googoos, eh?"
"Goo-goo" is one of the contemptuous names the soldiers have for the Filipinos.
"I don't like to see 'em around a guard-tent," Ted
nodded.
"They can't steal the tent," remarked Butters.
"No, but they can hang around here on the chance of
hearing the officer of the day give his orders," T ed returned.
".And I guess that wouldn't be the first time these
brown-skinned little people have done that," murmured
Sergeant Butters.
.
Back of the tent other members of the guard-two corporals and some thirty privates-were building little fires
of twigs as the first step in getting their suppers ready.
Ted sauntered around to start his own fire.
'.!'his kindled, he put his pint agate cup over the twigs,
nearly full of water.
Into this he dropped a generous handful of ground
coffee.
Then out came his ration can, into which he dropped
four slices of bacon.
.A_s soon as the coffee was made, a'n d aet by to cool, our
hero put his ration can over the fire.
The bacon had soon sizzled brown.
The coffee, without milk, was sweetened, · and three
hard-tack were laid upon the ground beside the young corporal.
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'These made up the supper-as good a meal as a soldier
is likely to get when serving in the field.
But Ted a.te and drank with relish.
Then, the meal finished, he cleaned cup and can and put
them away. ·
".Attention!" called Butters, suddenly.
Men and non-commissioned officers alike sprang to their
feet. The sentry before the guard tent came to present
arms, for Captain Costigan, officer of the day, had · arrived.
For a moment the captain looked over his guard. Then:
"Corporal Brisbane!"
"Here, sir."
'~Follow me."
1
The captain stalked out a few yards beyond the edge of
the camp, Ted keeping close behind.
· "Corporal," said the captain, in a low voice,. "do you see
that bit of jungle at the lake's edge, where the thn:e
mango trees are growing up out of the jungle clump?"
"Yes, sir."
"You will take four men to-night, and go into that
clump. Go as stealthily as you can. You ~ill constitute
outpost number four. Keep close to the water, though
concealing yourself and your men. Remain there through
the night, and to-morrow until you are relieved."
"Very good, sir."
"Walk the lake especially."
"Yes, sir."
"When things seem quiet one sentry will do, and your ·
other men may sleep."
·
"Very good, sir."
"That is all, corporal, except to warn you that it is
quite likely, a.ny night, that a detail of Alcante's men
may try to land at this side of the lake. You understand
about giving the alarm if the enemy appear in force?"
"Yes, sir."
"That is all, then. Be vigilant to-night."
"Yes, sir."
.As always when answering an officer, Ted had saluted at
each order.
"March your men off, corporal, ten minutes after dark."
"Very good, sir."
With a last salute our hero watched his officer stride
away.
Things were rapidly growing quiet through the camp.
Soon after dark the men, not being allowed to have fires or
lights after sundown, would be asleep.
Out around the camp was stretched a thin ' thread of
sentries whose duty it was to give the alarm if an attack
should be attempted by night.
In addition a half-dozen outposts, each consisting of a
corporal and four men, had been posted in secret. places.
.An outpost, unlike a sentry, always tries to conceal.
itself, watching alertly through the day and night, but
never giving a sound or a sign unless an alarm becomes
absolutely necessary.

tJ
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From here they could look out over the lake.
To be in command of an outpost in the face of an enemy
"None of you )Vant to sleep yet I suppos..e ?" queried
is a position of great responsibility.
A careless corporal, on outpost, may endanger the whole Ted.
The men shook their heads.
command with which he serves.
"Then spread out a bit, and keep your eyes open."
haltTed,
asked
sergeant?"
take,
I
"Which men shall
Save for the hum of the mosquitoes, and the soft plashing before Butters.
"Hawkes, Anderson, Dill, McOarty,ll reeled off the ser- ing of the water on the beach, all was•still out there.
As for the camp, not a sound came from that direction.
geant of the guard.
Ted stepped a little away from his men, close to the
Ted found his men and notified them.
Then he went back to a stool before the guard tent. trunk of a tree, and..peered up into its branches, wondering
Darkness fell, and the members of his squad came up if they offered a good i;hield for a man to climb up there
and watch when daylight came.
one after the other.
Whizz! Well enough the young corporal knew that
"Magazines loaded?" Ted inquired.
Each man in turn threw open the breech of his Krag- deadly sound.
J orgenson rifle.
Like a flash he ducked, but he would have been too late
"All right. Fall in by twos," ordered the young cor- had the assailant's aim been good.
poral. "Forward, march!"
Chug! A ~hort, heavy-bladed bolo struck the tree just
He himself, throwing his rifle at ready in the hollow of over his head, then fell to the ground.
For just an instant Corporal Brisbane's eyes rested on
his left arm, led the way.
It was more than an eighth of a mile past the camp's the bolo, a short, heavy blade like a butcher's cleaver. ·
Then he wheeled about in the direction from which the
border, this clump of jungle that had been selected for
.-; . ;
weapon had come.
outpost number four.
A soft step ahead of him. Ted dkrted 'ikoot noiselessly
They were almost at the jungle, and traveling in single
1
•
""
rJ
file now, when Ted thought he saw an indistinct flash of toward the spot of that step.
~li.rds.
hutldretl'
a
going
near.
after
bushes
the
stopped,
But he
white through
"Noiseless as a mosquito, and as swift!" he uttered,
"When you see a fellow who looks suspicious," he ingrimly. "The scoundrel gets in, and then away again.
structed, turning to his men, "try him in this fashion."
Bringing his rifle to the position of "charge bayonets," But it wasn't Jose, unless McCarty has been killed."
Realizing the hopelessness of finding the unknown asTed dashed through the bush.
assin in that dense, black jungle, Ted wheeled and made
Whump! Ugh!
The muzzle of the young corporal's rifle had landed his way back to the outpost. _
"One bolo already!" he whispered to his men. "It
squarely in the pit of the stomacp_ of Jooe, who went down
shows what to look for to-night."
with a gasp.
"It'll be a murderous night, I'm thinking," muttered
"Hullo!" muttered Ted, in pretended surprise. "I didn't know there was any prowler here. What have you to Private Dill, with a grim shake of his head.
Dill had been twenty years in the army.
say, Jose?"
Corporal Ted Brisbane knew that he and his men were
Jose opened his mouth, but he couldn't say anything.
in for it!
His wind was too far gone for that.
Ted turned, looking his men over for an instant.
"McCarthy," directed our hero, "fix your bayonet. Now,
get this goo-goo on his feet and run him back to the guardCHAPTER III.
house. Report that we found him following us. If he
makes a sound, or bother.s you in any way, run him
A MURDEROUS NIGHT ON OUTPOST.
through. Understand?"
"Yes," growled McCarty, who hated all these little
"Hist!"
brown people. "And glad eno~gh 'pu be to do it."
Private Hawkes threw his rifle at ready, one hand on
"Watch him sharply."
bolt, and stole backward through the jungle.
the
"If he tries any shines with me," vaunted McCarty, "he
enemy was scarcely likely to signal his coming, but
An
will be a good goo-goo forever after!"
it paid to take no chances.
"But I have.permit," Jose began, wailingly.
"Me-McCarty!" came a whisper. "And two others."
"You won't have after to-night, I guess," muttered
Hawkes, nevertheless, held his rifle at ready until McTed, lightly. "You'll be in the prison squad after this.
Carty was close enough for his uniform and his face to be
Take him back, McCarty. Forward, men."
Leading the three remaining men, Ted reached the seen.
Behind him trod two other privates, Colquitt and
clump that was to serve as shelter for the outpost.
He led his little force through the thick tangle of Abend.
"Captain Costigan was glad of the prisoner, and sent
brush until they were almost at the water's edge.
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two more men, corporal, with orders to keep two sentries
awake at a time," Private McCarty reported.
"Keep your eyes open to-night, men," cautioned Ted,
exhibiting the bolo that had come near finishing his life.
"There was one prowler arnund, and there may be others."
For the next two hours they waited and listened.
Once in a while ,they fancied they heard noises, slight
ones.
At such times Ted sent two men out together, to prowl
cautiously.
Yet they found no one.
Dill and And~rsen were watching what they could see
of the lake's surface.
It was a pity that one pair of eyes there in the jungle
did not gleam with real fire enough to betray themselves.
Pina, quivering with anger and hate, stole softly about,
listening and watching.
"That corporal!" she hissed to herself. "He missed my
bolo, but anoth(lr;..~hall~d him this night!"
Ten o'clock came.
Dill and An~~sen, Jiaving been relieved, and Golquitt
and Abend posted in their places, Ted directed those off
duty to spread :tlieir b!flnkets.
•
"But sleep close together, under a sentry's eyes," Tee!
cautioned. "The fellow who sleeps away from the crowd
to-night isn't likely to wake up!"
Every man of them realized that it was to be a night of
the keenest risks, yet the four off duty lay down on their
blankets and were quickly asleep.
"You don't sleep, corporal?" whispered Abend.
"My first night on outpost in charge?" retorted Ted.
"My eyes are open until after daylight. I'm going to the
rear of the outpost. . Call me if you see or hear anything.
Don't fire a shot, though, unless you absolutely have to.
We don'~ want to proclaim to the enemy where we are."
It was an eerie, awesome feeling that stole over the boy,
as, thirty feet from his two wakeful inen, he stood leaning
against a tree-trunk, waiting, watching, listening.
So stealthily did these Filipino woodsmen steal about in
the night that one could never guess when there were fifty
of them almost within arm's reach.
"Hist!" Ted started.
A friend, .most likely, but one never could tell.
Ahead of him a figure moved softly, slowly, but steadily toward him.
Ted held his rifle, cocked, in instant readiness to fire.
"Officer of the day!" came a soft whisper.
Still Ted stood ready to shoot until he recognized Captain Costigan coming clo~e through the darkness.
"Good!" nodded that officer. "I see you're awake, corporal."
"I shan't sleep until after daylight, sir."
"Any signs of trouble?"
.
The young corporal quickly told of the throwing of the
bolo.
"That may be simply a ruse to make the outpost ner-
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vous," murmured Costigan. "Still, if I know anything
of the goo-goos, it predicts trouble."
Costigan stepped through the outpost, noting how the
men were disposed.
"Your little camp is well arranged for business, corporal," approved the officer of the day, when he came
back. "I'm going now."
"May I call two men to go back to camp with you,
sir?',.begged Corporal Ted. "I'm afraid bolomen may try
for you."
"Nonsense! I've got my revolver," replied Captain Costigan, drawing that weapon. "A sharp watch, corporal!"
The officer of the day disappeared in the darkness.
Midnight came, and Ted again changed the guard, McCarty and Hawkes taking the watch this time.
"Be careful, men," he whispered to the new sentries.
"You know that between midnight and two o'clock is the
favorite time for Filipino villainy."
Then back Ted stole to his own chosen post.
It was hard keeping awake thus, the night through,
while standing motionless.
But young Brisbane, with his chevrons only a few hours
old, fought off drowsiness.
An hour more passed. Then came the cautious signal
from the camp side.
"All safe, corporal?" hailed young Lieutenant Jack
Prouty, of Ted's own G company. Several mrn trailed
behind the officer.
"All safe here, sir-at last accounts," Ted replied, saluting.
"I wish I could say as much all around," uttered the
lieutenant, huskily, and the boy suddenly saw that ttere
were tears in his young officer's eyes.
"Poor Captain Costigan! He was away so long that I
was awakened a.nd sent out with this squad to look for
him. We found him, half-way between here and camp."
"Hurt, sir?"
"Killed," choked th.e lieutenant. "He had been struck
on the side of the he!id with a bolo. Then, after he fell,
his head was chopped clean from his shoulders."
"I asked him to take two men back for escort," gasped
Ted, feeling sick at the news.
"I wish to heaven he had done it," sighed the lieutenant. "But he didn't, and now we're a mighty good officer
short. Let's look 'through your camp, corporal."
"I was through, hardly five minutes ago, sir," Ted replied, leading the way.
"Corporal!" came McCarty's whispered hail.
Both Ted and the lieutenant stepped swiftly forward.
The Irish soldier, with a face on which horror was written, was standing looking down at all that was left of the
Swede, Andersen.
That poor fellow lay in a pool' of warm blood. From the
trunk of the unfortunate's neck blood was still flowing.
"He was alive, three mirn'ttes ago!" whispered the Irishman, in a daze of horror.

I
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Lieutenant Prouty dashed back to bis own file of six
men.
"Scatter and search!" be commanded. "Shoot any
enemy you see, but be careful not to bit one of our own
men. And d_o n't fire at shadows. Quick, men!"
The six soldiers disappeared into the jungle, going
stealthily in different directions.
·The lieutenant returned to our hero's side.
"A devilish job, that!" muttered the young officer.
"Must have been done just the instant before I came up."
"And not a sound to be hea-rd!" throbbed Ted. "The
poor fellow's head clean off, too! Lieutenant, sir, am I at
fault for this?"
"How -could you be?" asked Prouty, quickly. "You
\\'ere alert. I know that. And your men were well posted. No, it wasn't your fault. I 'shall so report."
Ted heaved a sigh of relief. He had feared to be held
to blame for this tragedy on his first night in command of
an outpost.
. "The infernal fiends!" choked Purdy,' still glancing
dow:a at the headless corpse of the dead soldier. "First
the captain, and now a good man who slept within a few
feet of an active sentry. These goo-goos must be in
league with the Evil One himself."
One after the other the six soldiers returned, reporting their failure to find any foe lurking in the jungle.
"Of course," sighed Lieutenant Prouty. "At night
these Filipinos have the cleverness of Old Nick at floating
into a jungle and out again. They must travel on the
air ' Without touching ground! Corporal, I shall leave
Private Blcdgett with you, and take this poor, murdered
felloiv back with me." .
"May I call all the men, and keep them awake until
daylight, sir?"
"By all means, corporal. Good-night."
"Good-night, sir!"
Ted awoke the sleepers. His squad of six men he now
formed, with himself as seventh, in a circle so compact
that it was impossible to see how an enemy, no matter how
stealthy, could steal in through the line.
"Never before did I want so much to see. daylight!"
throbbed the new corporal.
. Nor_would the strain have been as great had he not been
in command here in the depths of a jungle that seemed
the abode of secret murder.
"What's that?" whispered Hawkes, who stood at the cor·
poral's right.
';l'hey both listened. ·The whole human circle of seven
peered into the blackness.
Were thes~ human sounds that they heard, or merely
the faint stirrings of the breeze on that hot tropical,night.
Figures that the soldiers could not see were moving in
the blackn~ss as Pina, the revengeful, stealthily piloted
some two-score of armed, brown little men into position
not far ahead of Ted.
Crack! Just a single shot-a spiteful flash of red ahead
i!:t the jungle.

Hawkes, on one side of our hero, fell. Colquitt, on the
other side, too, went down.
Swiftly on the heels of that signal shot came the volley
from two score of Mauser rifles at deadly close range.
Right ahead of the fe'Y doomed men the flashes from
the rifles formed a straight line of belching,' continuous
scarlet.
Ss-ss-ssoo! sped the pest of steel-jacketed bullets.
That withering volley raked through the outpost.
Instantly following the volley came the command, in
Spanish:
"Charge! Wipe out the last Americano!"
Corporal T'ed Brisbane had not even .time to see how
many, if any, of his men had lived through the volley.
He himself was alive and standing, though his left
shoulder burned painfully.
"Fire!" he shouted. ," Then stand firm!"
Crack! His own rifle spoke in the faces of the hostile
crew closing in on him at arm's length.

CHAPTER IV.
PIN A~S INNING AT REVENGE.

T'ed alone was left standing.
Not one of his men had been killed outright, but all
were writhing with wounds.
Around the erect boy the swarming' goo-goos closed.
Swish! Crash! The first Filipino to get within arm's
length went down with a broken head as Ted's butt landed
upon it.
·
He swung for another enemy.
Whump! Ted himself was down, stunned.
Grimly, a spare little Filipino bent over to give the
young corporal the finishing touch with a dagger.
But Pina, darting in like a flash, t,hrew herself across
his body.
Within an ace came she of being pierced by that cold
steel aimed at Ted's heart.
"No, no, no!" she cried, her eyes .flashing with deep
hate. "He is mine-:-this Americano.! Take him away for
me, since I served yon by bringing you here!"
It was well for poor T'ed that he was unconscious. He
was spared a fearful sight that he could not have prevented.
Hacking and slashing, with bolos and knives, in a few
lightning-like seconds the Filipinos had butchered the last
of Ted's unfortunate outpost.
But there was swift work cut out for these marauders.
They must get away from here with the speed of the
wind.
'
Already, beyond any possible question, American reinforcements had started from that silent camp beyondhad started almost before the noise of that tragic volley
.had died away.
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Swiftly these little brown prowlers divided into little
"You little monster!" snorted T'ed.
bands, stealing away in different directions under cover of
"A monster?" she cried, delightedly. ''Oh,' senor; you
the darkness.
will think t)l.at a tame word before you
through with
With one group went handsome, vengeful Pina, her the attentions of your devoted Pina."
gaze riveted on two men who carried unconscious Ted.
"Suppose some of my comrades should hear about it?"
"Fire! Rake the jungle!" sounded Captain Bentley's hinted T'ed.
voice.
Pina shrugged her shapely, brown, bare little shoulders.
In a twinkling American army bullets filled the air.
"What would · I care?" she smiled. "Your Americano
They sped in pests by Pina, but she heeded not.
soldiers are fools. They spare the Fflipino women. They
One of T'ed's bearers
went down, but another took his -do not seem to know that it is we women who spur the
I
place, and Pina, snatching up the wounded man's rifle and men on. It is we who caused the fighting with the Ameriammu:riition belt, followed on in the wake of those who canos, and it is we who will see that the fighting goes on a~
bore her young enemy.
long as there is a single Americano soldier in these island~.
A few of the Filipinos were captured in the forests But you are making me talk and forget my pleasures this
within the next quarter of an hour-though not enough to night. So! How was that? Delightful, eh?"
balance the butchered outpost.
The pretty, mocking enemy had jabbed her tiny stiletto ·
The rest got a.way in the darkness, in which it was in the calf of Ted's leg again.
almost folly to follow these swift, silent, bare-footed little
Try as he would, he could not keep wholly back the
bandits.
sharp gasp of pain that came to his lips.
It was almost an hour later when Corporal '.l"ed Brisbane
The tiny jabs amounted to little more than a vicious
awoke to a knowledge of what was going on around him. thrust with a needle, but each blow stung indescribably.
His hands bound beneath him, and his feet tied to a
"I shall probably kill you so," murmured · the little
stake driven in the ground, he lay on his back.
wretch in petticoats. "Just keep on prodding until the
He came to with a ·shuddering start. Then he opened pleasure wears you out and you forget to breathe."
·
his eyes.
Ted shuddered despite himself. He did not doubt that
"So! You are awake, my beloved!" cried Pina, mock- the girl was capable of any wickedness toward him.
ingly.
"Now, senor, I think I will wait for daylight, so that I
"The dev--" T~d began, but checked himself.
can see better what I am doing," smiled the girl; settling
"Oh~. yes-a woman devil!" uttered Pina, joyously. herself back. "That is, uniess I se.e you falling asleep ..
"And ~ery glad I am, my brave Americano, to have you• Then I shall remind you to keep awake."
for my own-to do as I please with! You chased us off
"She'll keep me awake, too, the little 'witch!" quivered.
in your camp to-night. You captured my poor brother,
the young corporal,- inwardly. "She's more wicked, to the
and sent him in a prisoner. Well, we are even, young
,
square inch, than Old Nick himself!"
.senor! You are my prisoner, and I am to do with you just
Left now to his own thoughts, Ted realized that his left
as I please. Oh, I shall enjoy myself-so!"
shoulder was throbbing from a bullet wound.
Drawing from her shining black hair a tiny stiletto,
His head ached fearfully from the blow with the butt
Pina jabbed it into the fleshy part of Ted's leg.
of a Mause·r rifle that had felled him. ·
"Oh, you squirm beautifully!" she jeereq, in Spanish, as
"I think I see my speedy finish!" thought Brisbane,
the young corporal twisted his leg with the smarting pain.
grimly, and not without a dread that must come even to
"But I can prick you wherever I want to!"
the bravest soldier. "Possibly Eldredge's battalion will .
She pushed the p-0int of the blade a hair's-breadth into
work around this way, but Pina would s:urely kill !Ile
his sun-browned throat.
sooner than let me escape."
"Drive it home!" dared the young corporal, looking conTed looked around him, in the darkness, wondering how
temptuously up into those gleaming, handsome, wicked
far he was from the battalion camp.
young eyes that bent over him.
As it was still dark, and he had probably been captured
"And kill you all at once, Senor Americano ?" leered
later
than one o'clock in the morning, he figured that lie
the girl. "Lose the half of my delight. Oh, no, no, no!
could
not be many miles distant from his American com- ·
You shall squirm much-many times! It shall be a long
time before you die. And I-I shall sit and count your rad es.
Here and there a few shadowy forms showed at intercries for mercy. You shall learn how I can hate-and torvals.
They were the figures of Filipino "soldiers," as these
ment-my poor brother's enemy. Indeed, I shall save a
little
brown
bandits loved to call themselves.
part of your life until I know just what your big, rough,
Presently a young Filipino officer strolled up to Pina,
brutal Americano soldiers have done with my dear Jose.
Whatever they do to him, a hundred times more I shall speaking to her in one of the native Filipino dialects of
Mindanao.
do to you-and then kill you at last!"
Pina laughed as softly as if she were proposing nothing
Ted listened acutely, but could not make out a word. ·
wicked.
American soldiers in the Philippines quickly pick up a

are
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knowledge of Spanish, which is spoken by nearly all of the I'll be too far away from the good old battalion ever to get
more civilized natives.
back to it!"
•
When, however, these natives drop into one of their own
Well enough he knew that Pina did not intend that he
tribal languages the soldier is "stumped" to know .what should ever get back to his friends alive.
they are talking about.
Hope, though, is always springing up in the human
breast.
Ted studied this young insurgent {)fficer curiously.
The little brown chap .was barefooted, but wore the
Corporal Ted could not bring himself to believe that he
blouse and trousers that the Filipino "soldier" has adopted was a doomed youngster.
from the Spaniards.
Some two hours after sunrise his bearers halted long
The cloth is in narrow blue and white stripes that run ·enough to eat a hasty meal from the contents of the
lengthwise. It looks like bed-ticking, and makes a ser- pouches that they wore at their waists.
viceable uniform for wear in the jungle.
Then onward they went again for another couple of
On the officer's head was a straw hat of sombrero pat- hours.
tern.
Finally they ca:in.e out of the forest, crossing an open,
Around his waist was a belt from which hung, jauntily, upward slope near the base of a mountain.
"They know they're a good way from the Americans,
a heavy cavalry saber. This unusual sword, together with
a revolver in an army holster, made it appear that the or they'd never show themselves in open country like
young officer was a man of some importance among these this," fl.ashed through the boy soldier's mind.
natives.
Across t]:ie open and into another fringe of forest they
Moreover, from the ceremonious manner in which he went.
bowed to Pina, and the gleam th.at flashed from his eyes as
Five minutes later the bearers were halted by a chalhe looked at her, Ted jumped at another conclusion:
lenge in Spanish.
"This chap is the girl's lover!" '
"A camp? It must be that of Alcante, the brigand chief
Pina talked back in a purring voice. She laughed and himself," quivered Ted.
Two minutes la~er he found himself riding through
ogled hel."companion. Plainly she was doing her best to
enthral her admirer.
another open space, between little groups of curious FilivV:hile they were talking, Pina pointed at Ted.
pino "soldiers."
Soon, after a deep bow and a flourish with his hat, th£: ·Here there was a camp beyond a doubt, with several
.
hundreds of little brown men in the bed-ticking u.niforms.
Filipino hurried away.
"Querido"-(dearest)-cried the pretty witch, mockOver beyond was a Filipino village of fifteen or twenty
ingly, "we are soon to travel."
native houses, built of bamboo and straw thatch.
And just beyond the village ran a river.
Ted did not answer, but looked at her.
"Alcante's real headquarters, that our men have been:"My good friends are going to tak~ you far from here,
that I may have you safely to play with."
trying so 'hard to find," thrilled Ted. "I must be the
Still Ted did not answer, and now he looked away from first American to have found the place. Whew! Now, if
her.
I could only get back to Major Eldredge. Then I'd have
But now a tread of men reached his ears. Four men, won these corporal's chevrons in earnest!"
carrying a bamboo stretcher, trotted up.
Whump! Just past the village, not many yards from
"Your coach is ready!" laughed Pina.
th~ river, these brown bearers dropped the stretcher withAll bound as he was, Ted was lifted on to the stretcher. out ceremony.
"Ouch!" Ted felt that jarring drop disagreeably along
This, in turn, was raised to the &houlders of the four
men.
his spine.
Away they went, at a steady trot. Though they folBut he did not complain. Laughing Filipino "sollo wed a path, often they went through jungle so thick that diers," some armed and some not, crowded around for a
th e br:;inches of bush~s switched the young American in look at the prisoner.
the face.
"Soon you shall have the barber, Americano!" shouted
At times the bear.ers· slackened their trot to a walk. At one grinning wretch, making a slashing motion across his
others they halted for a few minutes ~f relrt. Yet, on the own throat.
Other jeers and jibes were rained at the helpless boy,
whole, they kept up a good pace through the jungle.
They were still on their journey when daylight arrived lying there on his back, bound too securely to move.
and the sun came up.
Pit-pat! Pit-pat! The clatter of the hoofs of native
Yet there, in the cooler shade of the ·thick Philippine ponies, and then the crowd fell back, murmuring:
"El General!"
forest, Corporal Ted Brisba.ne heard no sounds except the
A couple of riders dashed up, drawing rein so close that
movements of his bearers and the songs of the birds.
"We must be making three miles or more an hour," they could look down into the young prisoner's face.
thought Ted. "If these rascals don't quit traveling soon 1. The general? Then that young officer was Alcante him-
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self, for the horseman was the young officer who had talked with Pina.
There by his side, on the other pony, was the bewitching
little brown girl herself.
"He is yours, querida.," murmured Alcante, turning to
Pina. "Oh, but you should have rare sport with him!
· Enjoy yourself, my little queen! My men will carry out
any orders you are pleased to give."
With a flourish bf his straw sombrero, ·Alcante, the insurgent general-or bandit chief, as the Americans chose
to regard him-rode off.
As for Pina, she leaped lightly from the saddle to the
ground, turning the bridle of her mount over to a soldier
who sprang forward to take it.
"You must be glad to see me again," she smiled, mockingly, as she seated herself, with her bare heels curled up
under her, at the boy's side.
"Oh, delighted, of course," Ted grunted, grimly.
"Not as much as I am, though," went on this pretty.girl,
hei.' eyes gleaming wickedly. "For I have come to see
you die! Here we are far from your America.no soldiers,
and now you are to die the death of torture!"
Ted started, in spite of his great courage.
Fearful tales he had heard of how these savage Filipinos
killed their white captives by torture.
He had heard of the finding of awfully mutilated bodies
of American soldiers who had gone to death under this
wicked Malay torment.
"You are scared, at last. You forgot to be brave,'' she
taunted, studying his face with inhumane delight. "So!
An Americano can know what fear is."
"You won't find any fear iwme!" boasted Ted, his eyes
flashing fire. "Start as soon as you like. I am ready to
die._ I will show you how an American soldier can die!
I shall die like a soldier-and in the uniform of my good
old country!"
"Eh?" broke in the girl, suddenly. "So you are proud
that you are to die an Ame.r icano-in that Americano uniform of yours? Oh, we shall see?"
Clapping her hands together, Pina next leaped to her
feet.
At the summons a dozen Filipino soldiers ran up.
They listened attentively, while she addressed them rapidly in their own tribal language.
Then, grinning, they hurried away.
Pina too stole off.
"Now, what new rascality are they up to?" groaned the
anxious boy.
He was not left guessing long.
One of the returning insurgents carried over his arm a
uniform of the blue and white bed-ticking pattern.
.
Another carried a small pot of something.
Slash! One of the little brown rascals, behind our hero,
began to cut away that beloved American uniform.
Strip! Ted's uniform left him, piecemeal.
Almost in a twinkling he was naked.

Now, four of the strongest freed his hands and :feet a:ad
jerked him to his feet.
For just an instant Ted debated the idea of laying out
with his fists.
But the sight of several drawn kniyes close to him
·
...
changed his mind.
"It would do no good," he concluded. "These' hounds
want to driv(me into fighting. Then they'd carve me up.
I won't give 'em the excuse."
As they held him, they forced on the hideous blouse
and trousers of bed-ticking.
Next they threw him down again to the ground, three
of their number holding him.
Slash! Corporal Ted Brisbane began to realize the
whole scheme.
Not only had these mischievous little brown fiends stripped him of his khaki uniform and put on the insurgent
colors instead, but they were now engaged in staining his
skin as brown as their own I
First his face; then his hands and arms, up to the elbows. The stuff dried rapidly on his skin.
His trousers were short for him. These tormentors
stained his feet and the legs up above the knees.'
Even his hair, already a dark brown, received an additional color shade from the stuff in the dye-pot.
Within ten minutes Ted Brisbane found every visible
inch of his skin a mahogany brown.
And now, as these crude artists stood back, grinning,
from their hurried job, Pina glided up.
At sight of the transformed young American the girl
fell back, laughing.
"Oh, my dear America.no!" she mocked. "I am more in
love with you than ever. But now you cannot hope to die
like an America.no! You are one of us-you shall die a
brave Filipino soldier!"
The hollow mockery of it all made Ted Brisbane tingle
)
with wrath and shame!

CHAPTER V.
THE WHITE SCOUNDREL.

Then, as the pretty, brown, wicked, little girl gazed at
her victim, she laughed more loudly still.
"Oh, but I shall have to show you, querido mia, to one
who will laugh with me!" she chuckled.
Turning, she gave a rapid order to one of the soldiers
nearby.
That little chap went off at a rapid run.
Within five minutes he returned, followed by a much
taller man in the Filipino uniform.
This newcomer, though in the native uniform, was as
white as our hero himself had be~n befor\J the staining.
•
1
"Filson!" shouted Ted, unbelievingly.
The white man in Filipino garb stoppea, staring hard.
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"Who are you that talks to me in English?" demanded
J erk! He twisted that Mauser out of the white scounthis newcomer, stopping short and resting tremblingly on drel's hands.
the butt of his rifle while the muzzle dug into the ground.
It was ll,11 done in a flash, ere any of the startled onlookers had the presence of mind to try to interfere.
"Filson, what axe you doing here?" bellowed Ted.
For the moment oux hero had forgotten everything save
Filson, uttering a shriek of terror, turned to run.
Crack! Ted's aim was better than the deserter's had
that here was a man, a soldier in the good old Forty-second
United States Infantry, who now carried a Mauser rifle, been.
and wore the accursed blue and white uniform.
A steel-jacketed bullet sped into the deserter's worth"Well, who are you, my bucko?" demanded Filson, less carcass.
He dropped.
swaggeringly, now that he was regaining his assurance.
"Seize the America.no!" yelled Pina.
"You look like a Filipino, and talk like a doughboy."
T'ed turned the muzzle of the rifle full on lier, fire :flash"Doughbdy" is army slang for an infantryman.
"I am a doughboy," Ted replied hotly. "Out of your ing from his eyes.
own regiment, too. But I'm not walking about free in a
She shrank back in t error from before that awful gaze.
bandit camp. Filson, y,ou accursed deserter--"
" If anyone stirs I kill the girl," roared the boy. ·
"Stop that talk!" raged Filson, starting forward.
On the ground lay Filson, badly wounded and groaning
"I won't stop it!" Ted uttered, hoarsely. ."Oh, you cur! with agony.
Well, shoot, if you want! A scoundrel who'd desert his
Coolly enqugh Ted Brisbane held the muzzle of the rifle
colors and go over to the enemy would even shoot a help- within two feet of the deserter's head.
less man. You miserable deserter! And the regiment beCrack! The infamous American deserter had ceased
lieved you had been cut down while out on sentry duty. to live!
;You were believed to have died like a man, while you
All in a second this happened.
lived like an unutterable scoundrel! Your name was given
Now Ted turned. With the speed of the sprinter he
a place on the regiment's roll of honor, when you deserve a raced to the rive~ not many yards away.
place on the tablets of shame! You scoundrel! You de" Shoot! " shrieked Pina.
serter! You TRAITOR to the Stars ·and Stripes!"
Three shots rippled out.
"Go on.!" sneered Filson, who had turned a ghastly
Splash! Not hit, Ted dove headlong into the current.
white, with little tints of green showing on his skin.
"Kill him! Don't let the American? get away j" scream"Go on and rant, you little doughboy pup! What do I ed Pina.
care?"
More than a doze~ armed Filipinos ran to the, river
"No, of course you don't care I" quivered Ted. "A man
bank. Quiveringly they waited until our hero's head
who'd desert his country and turn traitor to the colors he
showed above water, a hul\dred yards out from shore.
had sworn to serve has nn sense of shame left! Yet
Now a scattering but swift volley rang out.
even the Great Father in the heaven above us must feel
Again Ted sank, nor did he come up.
a sense of shame when He looks down and sees that one
If one brave American life had been lost, at least ancreated in His image can be so great a scoundrel! Why,
other forfeited American life had gone jnto the next
even your poor old mother would try to strangle you if
world with him.
she could see you now!"
Filson would never work harm against his country, nor
"Quit talking like that!" roared the deserter, turning
betray
his brave comrades again.
from white to an angry purple, and once more· striding
Pina, utterly enraged over the failure of her plans,
·toward the boy.
danced on t he river's bank, mad wittl fury.
As he stepped, Filson raised his rifle as if to fire.
"Find the American.o's body!" she implored, quiverNo one, not even Pina, attempted to interfere by word
ingly.
"At least we will find that carcass, hack it to
or gesture.
·
and
feed it to the vultures!"
piece..i
. That wicked little witch, in fact, hugely enjoyed this
angry scene between the two America.nos.
"Say another word,'' dared Filson, "and I'll put a bullet
through you!"'
CHAPTER VI.
All the others had stepped aside, except the two Filipinos who 11€id our hero's armi\ on either side.
IN TIME- TO J.3E SHOT.
Wrench! With a purpose born of desperation Ted
jerked hhnself free.
But Ted Brisbane had not been even winged by thnt With a cry of terror now, Filson fired , as he saw the
volley.
young corporal shake off the captors, and leap at him.
A splendid swimmer, he now swam und~r t he surface of
But the deserter's hands trembled. H e missed his aim.
\
Flop! In under the r'ifie ducked infuriated Ted Bris- the swift currerit. •
In keep(ng under water he was greatly helped by the
bane.
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weight of the steel in the Mauser rifle, which he still grip·
He had thrust the Mauser carefully through the leaves,
and was taking careful sight along the barrel.
ped tightly in his left hand.
For some moments he swam, aided by the swi£t current. · "Alcante gone will be a great thing for our cause!" mutAs he did so he tried for the further bank of the river, tered the young corporal.
. Another second, and the "general" undoubtedly 'Yould
which was not wide.
It seemed impossible to keep under water a single in- have dropped-at the cost of the young corporal's own life
stant longer.
within a £ew moments.
Airihis lungs must have air! They seemed bursting!
But just then the general stepped back.
He was shielded now by the bodies of two or three ordiHis head swam!
Half unconscious, he was on the point of giving up, nary insurgents.
"I'll wait for you, my prize!" muttered Ted, as he lay
when his outstretched right hand touched a water plant.
He had crossed the river, was close to the bank.
there, his eye watching through the rifle's sight:;:, and !..tis
Now he found himself beside a clump of water plants finger on the trigger.
But Alcante, leaving Pina behind, wall:ed .off .in the
whose tops reached above the surface.
A step, and he was in among them, his head cautiously midst of a crowd of his men.
"Cheated!" grunted Brisbane, disgustedly, giving never
raised above the surface.
Screened by the leaves, he-could peer across the river.
a thought to the certainty that a single shot from l.tim
There stood Pina, angrily directing some Filipino sol- would result in a pursuit that must wind up in his own
diers who were rushing up with a small canoe on their death.
·
\
shoulders.
Alcante had disappeared behind a clump of trees over
"No telling how long I'll be safe here," chattered Oar- yonder.
poral Ted. "I wonder if I can't crawl up on the bank and
"That doesn't leave much for me . to do but to a~tend
squirm on my belly into the forest?"
to my own safety," sighed Corporal Ted.
tf he could cross but a dozen feet of soil at the bank he
He looked about him, then rose cautiously, keeping the
deep shade between himself and the view of those across
would be behind the thick screen of the jungle.
Surely it looked well worth trying. It was the only the river.
.
hope of escape.
Sldwly,
carefuily,
his
eyes
wide
open and. his ears Iis1
Uttering a fervent prayer, Brisbane crawled out of the,1tening alertly, the boy soldier made his way car!lfully
water upon the bank.
into the jungle.
Not daring to rise, he squirmed, snake-fashion, as swiftThere was danger, indeed, in this great :forest, where
he had no means of knowing how many Filipinos lurked.
ly as he could.
Yet, by degrees, he progressed half a mile without runGreat! He had passed behind the screen without hearing any sound from across the river to indicate that his n.ing into any danger that he was aware of.
·move had been discovered.
Once he looked into the breech of his Mauser, count~ng
For full five minutes our hero rested behind the screen the cartridges still left in the magazine of the weapon.
of leaves, watching three Filipinos in the launched canoe.
There were four of them.
Suddenly he came to a dead stop.
. .
.
Following Pina's orders, they were p_addling up and
down the current, peering down into the water.
.
Ahead, hardly more than a dozen yards away; was the
"If that's ·where they're looking for me, good luck to edge of the forest, the beginning of a great clearing..
Away beyond stretched a huge mountain peak-Mount
'em!" grinned the American boy. "Now, if I can only
find the good old battalion."
Diablo, as he well knew from having been up in that
Then, with a shudder, he thought of the heachery of ' mountain a few weeks before, on a hard forced march with
Private Filson, late of the Forty-second, a. man who had the battalion.
"Blazes! I'm a good, hard fifteen miles from where our
been believed to have died a soldier's honorable death.
"I'm glad I get him!" gritted the boy soldier, between camp was yesterday!" he uttered, in consternation. "Fifhis teeth.
teen miles to dodge these little brown foes, who sneak in
Not once did he feel sorry for having killed the wretch. the forest like wildcats, is no kind of a merry jest!"
It is any soldier's duty to kill a traitor when he finds one.
For some minutes the young corporal remained here,
Rested a bit, our hero began to think of the necessary screened in thick clump of jungle.
He wanted to "get the lay" of the country, and make
task of getting away from Alcante's camp.
As he looked across the river now he saw at least three up his mind just what to do in the effort to get back to
hundred of the insurgent troops in sight. They were Major Eldredge's command.
Out across the open he saw a.Filipino officer and a squad
either at the river's edge or gathered in little groups close
by.
of a dozen soldiers ·suddenly appear.
Then, from the jungle, not far away, came a hailing
Alcante himself had appeared, close at Pina's ,side.
Three "soldiers" were toting a second canoe.
human voice.
Out from the edge of a :forest stepped a Filipino officer,
But Ted saw this craft only out of the corner of his eye.

a
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walking along close to the. trees, as if waiting for the
It was worth the trying, at least.
on-coming squad.
With never another th.ought of the danger of being rec·
"Now, what's up?" quivered Ted.
ognized, Corporal Ted stepped out into the open-strode
The officer who had come out of the jungle had halted, hurriedly along.
·~ot more than forty feet away from the young American
He was soon hundred& of yards away from the edge of
corporal.
the forest. He no longer feared being recognized.
Towards this officer came the hurrying squad.
Further on, if he ran into other Filipino soldiers, they
As they met the two little brown officers saluted, joy- would know nothing about the Americana prisoner who
ously.
had been stained and transformed int~ the semblance of
· Then they spoke in Spanish.
one of themselves. With his knowledge of Spanish he
"Well, captain.?" hailed the officer who hc..d come oy.t of might pass for one of the enemy.
the forest.
It would be well worth the trying.
"Most excellent news, cf)1onel," replied the officer at
Hatless though he was, Ted strode on under that fierce
the head OI the squJld.
tropical sun.
"You have found .the flying Americanos ?"
He was in danger every minute of sunstroke, yet to
Ted understood, as by a fl.ash, that they referred to Cap- that he gave never
a thought.
tain Wiinthrop's scouting company, which had been out
Under that blazing sun he reached the lower slope of
for some days.
Mount Diablo.
"They are up behind Mount Diablo,'' replied the comOn and up he strode, over the road that led to the pass
·mander of the Filipino scouts, pointing hack at the peak. of Tres Angeles,
which means "Three Angels."
· "Coming this way?"
So far he had not seen a sign of Filipino troops.
. "Yes; along the Mission trail."
Yet, as he glanced behind, be caught a distant fl.ashing
"Good! Then it must be that the flying Americanos of the sun on
rifle barrels at the rear.
will come through the T'res Angeles pass."
"That's Alcante's columns hurrying forward at the
"They will be there in two hours," replied the scouting trot!" Ted ejaculated. "Goodness! I've got
to bustle, or
officer.
they'll be at my heels!"
"General Alcante will be overjoyed."
"Why sh ould. h e no t be.? There is
· t·ime enoug b t o move
The thought
dro:ve, him ahead at
.
. .greater speed.
.
.
d
b
h
th
fl
·
A
.
.
th
,
He
was
m
the
pass
now,
and
stndmg
his men up an am us
e ymg mencanos m e pass.
. through it-a deep,
·
rock-strewn gap through the mountam.
H e can ki·11 th e 1ast Amencano
of th em all,,
.
This pass was half a mile long. Above were sloping
"We must hasten, captain, with the full news! Oh,
eliffs
along which an enemy could find many hiding places.
our general will be overjoyed."
Once
the American column had entered this pass, FiliInto the forest dove the two officers and the scouts,
pino
soldiers,
hidden above, could pour down a withering
leaving Corporal Ted Brisbane quivering with the news
fire
that
would
wipe Winthrop's little command off the
that h~ had heard.
face
of
the
earth
in sixty seconds!
Then, as he gazed out into the open, the young corporal
Still
hurrying,
almost
tumbling forward, Ted kept tiregave a gulp of despair.
lessly
on.
How to get to his comrades?
I
He would be exhausted, later on, but he coµld not dare
For the only direct path lay across this great open space.
To go around by the forest would consume two or three to be tired now!
He was out of the pass, hastening forward.
hours of valuable time.
A mile further on, and a sudden turn in the road
In that amount of time Alcante would move his own
brought
him almost in the arms of a sergeant and hal£ a •
forces forward, have them in pli'lce, and all posted for the
dozen
soldiers
in the good old khaki uniform.
massacre of Captain Winthrop's little command.
Ted
knew
every
one of these men-Sergeant Adams
Then; as it bai'iJened, in bis perplexity, he glanced down
and the six privates of F company!
toward bis own bare feet.
All in a twinkling Ted Brisbane jerked up, standing
He started, with a thrill of joy.
"Now, blessings on that wicked little beauty, Pina!" he stock still.
glowed, fervently.
"Hullo, there, sergeant!" he bellowed.
For the idea had reached him!
In the same instant O'Ur overjoyed hero held his Fifie
His skin had been stained brown-he wore the insur- aloft with both hands, a sign that he did not intend to fir'e.
gent uniform-carried a Mauser rifle.
Sergeant Adams stared gaspingly at this tall, stalwart
Out there beyond, in the open~ if he were seen by young man in the Filipino uniform.
watchful eyes, he would be mistaken for a Filipino!
"Shoot!" shouted the sergeant, a second later. "Get
"Unless I am recognized as the ·painted-up American," him! Don't miss!"
he thrilled. "But I may not be recognized. No one can
"Stop! Don't!" begged Ted, frantically. "I'm American-belong to the Forty-second-Corporal Brisbane!"
distinguish my face at a few hundred yards."
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"You're a traitor, then-in that uniform!" roared back
"Your yarn, like your costume, seem against you, ·Bri&bane. I'm morally · certain that Captain Winthrop will
the sergeant. "Shoot him, men!"
order you shot."
Swift as thought half a dozen shots rang out.
"Why?" panted Ted.
"W~ll, it seems pretty certain that you've deserted to
the Filipinos, and that they've sent you forward to gi':'"e us
CHAPTER VII.
false information."
A deserter? A traitor? Ted almost sobbed with the
IN THE THICK OF TROUBLE.
shame of this fearful suspicion.
"You'll find soon enough, sir, that I've bro~ght you the
Even before the flashes jetted out from the muz:1Jles of straight truth," he protested, with an agitated catch in
those Krag-Jorgensen rifles, Ted threw himself flat on the his breath.
"It's the captain's affair to decide," remarked the lieuground.
•
The volley missed him.
tenant, stiffly.
Yet it would need only a second for the soldiers to take
And ;iow the steady tramp, tramp of many feet showed
that the main column of the company was approach.ing.
new aim and pour a hail of steel into him. •
"What was · that firing, Mr. Morrow?" hailed Captain
· "Wait!" quivered Ted, desperately. "I've come
Winthrop, moving along ahead of his main column.
through as a scout! Don't you understand?"
"Eh?" quavered Sergeant Adams. "A scout? Cease
"Sergeant Adams encountered and arrested this seenifiring, men!" he added, rapidly, shouting at the top of his ing Filipino, sir," reported the lieutenant, pointing to
voice.
'l1ed. "He claimed to be Brisbane, of ours, sir, and so the
Then, nshing ahead of his squad, the sergeant sprang men fired at him for a traitor."
to prostrate Brisbane's side.
"Brisbane?" echoed the captain, in &.etonishment, star- ·
"What's this you're telling me, kid?" he insisted.
ing ha.rd at mahogany-hued Ted.
"I've brought a warning. Alcante's insurgents are goThen, drily:
ing to ambush you in the pass beyond."
"If they missed him, our men -need practice in squad
"What are you doing in that dirty uniform?"
fire ."
"Captured, and fixed up this way, before getting the J "The young rascal threw himself down just before they
death by torture," shot out Brisbane, swiftly. "But I es- fired," explained the lieutenant.
caped--'.'
Young rascal!
"With a loaded rifle?" sneered the sergeant.
Ted felt the hot flush of shame rising to his brow.
But he saluted the company commander and said, re"Yes; I killed a deserter with it-Filson!"
"Tell that to the marines-it won't go down with spectfully:
doughboys!n snorted Sergeant Adams.
"I should like to tell my story, sir, and warn you of a
Rapid footsteps sounded behind them.
danger ahead. Your column is being waited for in the
"What did that firing mean, sergeant?" breathlessly pass by ain.buscaders."
demanded Lieutenant Morrow, running up with ten ~ore
"Halt!" cried Winthrop, as the head of his company
men.
reached him.
Now Ted had his innings.
Then, to Ted:
W:i.th desperate earnestness he told his strange story.
"Proceed, Brisbane.''
But the lieutenant, like the sergeant, regarded him
Eagerly, tremblingly, the young corporal poured out his
coldly.
story.
"Brisbane, this is a pretty tough yarn to swallow," utCaptain Winthrop heard him attentively.
tcred the lieutenant, doubtfully.
Then:
"But it's the truth, sir."
"Mr. Morrow, send a corporal and two men ahead to tell
Sergeant Adams to fall back on the main column."
"Maybe, but I don't believe you."
As this order was b.eing carried out, the captain called:
'"Will you take me to Captain Winthrop, then?" begged
the tormented young soldier.
"Corporal Higgins!"
"We'll hold you here until Captain Winthrop comes
"Sir?" criec\ the corporal, stepping forward and salutup,'' clicked the lieutenant. "Sergeant, hurry on forward ing.
with your men."
"Brisbane is under arrest. Watch him as you would an
"If they run into the enemy in the pass--" Ted be- enemy."
. gan, quiveringly.
Again Ted started and flushed.
"Halt a quarter of a mile this side of the pass, sergeant,
This was all so shamefully different from itie reception
unless you get further orders," commanded Lieutenant he had expected to r.eceive at the hands of his fellowl\1orrow, crisply.
Americans.
Then, to Ted :
"Corppral, keep your prisoner close to the. head of the
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line, "directed Captain Winthrop. "If we run into treachery through him I want to be sure that the young man
has his share of peril."
"My share of peril?" quavered our hero, inside. "How
cheerfully I'd meet that if I could do it with a rifle in my
hands, fightingrlike a soldier."
Now the captain, leading the main column in person,
with Lieutenant Morrow a couple of··hundred yards in advance, gave the order to move onward.
Half a mile fropi the beginning of the pass they came
upon Sergeant Adams and his little advance guard, resting under orders.
Once more Captain Winthrop questioned our hero, but
with a cold, unbelieving gaze turned on the boy.
Yet Brisbane told his story in a straightforward way,
giving all the particulars just as he had done in the first
place.
"If I believed you, y.oung man," commented the captain, "it would make a big difference in my plans."
"May I make a suggestion, sir?" begged the boy.
"Well?"
"Haven't you two or three men, sir, who are old Indian scouts, used to service back on the American plains
-genuine old Indian :fighters?"
"Yes. Well?"
"Why not remain here, sir, for a while? Why not send
your veteran scouts off to find a path high above the pass?
They could look down on the cliffs ·overhanging the pass.
They could soon learn whether Alcante's forces are ambushed above the pass."
Winthrop deliberated for a few moments.
"I am trying to see just where your possible treachery
lies in this, Brisbane," confessed the company commander.
"On the face of it, your advice sounds good, if you told
the truth in the first place."
If-? Ted couldt have thrown himself down on the
ground and sobbed out in his misery at being thus suspected by those whom he ha.a tried to save from disaster.
"Oh, I don't care, sir, what you think about me, if you
only save your company from being wiped out." he cried,
miserably.
"Sergeant Breck!" hailed the captain.
That non-commissioned officer reported, saluting.
He was directed to take two of the men and scout, as
Ted had proposed.
The three went down the trail a little way, then vanished from sight.
In the meantime Captain Winthrop, having called in his
advance guard, and also its support under Lieutenant Morrow, brought in his little rear guard also, and posted his
men so as to guard to the best advantage against any possible surprise.
Thus an hour passed.
Ted felt all the contempt with which he was regarded
by the men within view of him.
He was the despised, the suspected traitor; well enough
he knew that.

With such disgrace hanging over him, he hoped he
would be killed if a fight began.
"Now that they once suspect me they'll always suspect
me," he faltered to himself. "Oh, I'd rather be dead!
And who knows but what, if I ever reach the battalion
alone, I'll be tried, condemned-and shot for a traitor!"
The cold chills went chasing down his spine at that
awful thought!
"Or even hanged!" he throbbed. "Merciful heaven!
What a fearfu_l thing-it is to be suspected of treason when
one-' has risked his life to serve the ·dear old flag."
Feeling the :P.eat of the sun on his bare head, he had
managed to get under a bit of shade.
Yet Corporal H.iggins, hawk-eyed, watched him without ceasing. .
An hour passed, and another.
Then a man posted far out on the flank of the company, reported that Sergeant Breck and his two men were
approaching. .
Ere long this trio were back and saluting their commander.
"Well?" demanded Wmthrop, eagerly.
"The cliffs above the pass, sir, are lined with Filipinos,"
reported the sergeant. "This company would be wiped
out if ever it got into the pass."
"Now you'll believe me, captain!" throbbed Ted, starting forward.
"Silence, Brisbane,'' stormed the captain, turning angrily on the boy. "Corporal, see that your prisoner keeps
his mouth closed."
"Shut up, you pup!" growled Higgins in the boy's ear.
"Sergeant," demanded the captain, "did you discover a
path that we can take up above where the ambushed enemy are waiting?"
"Yes, sir," reported Breck, slowly. "Unless- - "
"Go on, sergeant."
"Unless, sir, there is some other trap laid for us that we
haven't found out yet."
"I believe we'll try your path, then,'' decided Captain
Winthrop .. "Mr. Morrow, take ten men, including one of
Sergeant Breck's men as a guide. Follow the path that
will take us above the ambuscade. Sergeant Breck, you
will remain by me, and act as my guide. Mr. Morrow, we
shall wait until you are three hundred yards in advance of
·
us."
Saluting, the lieutenant led his advance guard off at a
swinging step.
In war it is a practice to s€)nd an advance guard ahead
to explore for danger.
The advance guard is always likely to be fired upon., It
may be wiped out, in fact, but the sacrifice of an advance
guard often saves the main column from being annihilated.
Slowly the main line moved onward.
This path that led above the ambuscade was a narrow
one-often hard to see at all.
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It was rough, rock-strewn~ that led zig-zag up over the
slopes.
Yet it was well shielded by trees and shrubs. Here the
troops could move with little danger of being seen from a
distance.
So, after three-quarters of an hour of climbing,. th
main column came upon the little, halted advance guard.
"Come forward a few· yards, sir," reported Lieutenant
Morrow, "and you will be able to loobdown into the pass.
From where I've been waiting, sir, there is a view of the
backs of at least :fifty of the little brown furies. They're
watching that pass as aicaVdoes .a mouse-hole."
"Now, perhaps they'll believe that I'm a bringer of
straight goods," murmured Brisbane, hopefully, to himself.
The company having halted, Captain Winthrop :followed
Lieutenant Morrow on ahead.
When the captain came back he led tlie company
stealthily along'&the path.
Thus, after a little, the line was halted, the men being
at intervals of about ten feet.
Eagerly Uncle Sam's khaki-clad men peered down below.
There1they could make out the backs of Alcante's watching Filipinos.
One after another the crouching sol.diers took careful
aim, each picking out an enemy to "pot."
Crack! Tliat single revolver shot, fo:ed by Captain Winthrop, was the signal.
Instantly the rifles of F Company rippled out.
Nor did the firing cease with one volley.
The soldiers kept on firing until their magazines were
empty.
Then they paused for a moment, until they had :filled
their magazines once more.
Ted, from where he stood, could make out the backs of
at least two-score of the insurgents.
More than a dozen of these men he saw topple over at
the first fire.
It must always be remembered that the Filipino is a
Malay, and therefore, when caught in a corner, as desperate a. fighter as a rat driven to corner.
Though dazed by the unexpectedness of this attack from
the rear, the little brown men wheeled about.
Now the air up above was full of hissing bullets, as
Mausers answered piping Krag-Jorgensen rifles.
"We've got 'em now-they've got to duck," throbbed
the boy soldier in deep joy.
Hardly had the words left his mouth when, in the midst
of that hissing hail of steel-clad bullets, Ted Brisbane
pitched and f~ll.

1'1

For that watchful corporal had heard Ted's exultant
·cry.
Just as sudden as a fl.ash it struck Corporal Higgins
that his prisoner really was delighted over his smashing
blow at Alcante.
' If Brisbane was delighted, then of course he must be
loyal to the United States.
Thus reasoned the corporal, who was a man o:f sense.
Therefore he had been quick to act.
It was Higgins' foot that tripped Ted, sending that
youth headlong to the ground.
"What did you trip me for?" Ted demanded, ilidignantly.
"So you wouldn't be hit, you chump!" returned the
corporal, gruffly. "Keep down, I tell you."
Being under Higgins' watchful orders, our liero liad no
choice but to obey. '
Still the firing went on, and fiercely, too, though those ·
of the Filipinos who were still unharmed were fighting
gradually away from their danger-bound position.
In five minutes the surprised Filipinos-those who survived the surprise, were beyond and out of view.
Captain Winthrop, afraid of another disastrous trap
ahead, resolved to content himself .with holding the present ground until he had had time to scout out the surrounding country.
Cr-r-r-rack! Crack! crack! rang out a new volley to the
north of them.
Alcante, or whoever commanded in his place, knowing
this neighborhood better than did the American commander, had found a position from which he could ho~d
Uncle Sam's khaki-clad :fighters in check for the present.
But Captain Winthrop quickly located the new position
of the enemy, and directed the fire of his force against
,
that position.
"Corporal," cried the captain, as he &trade by, "keep
a particularly watchful eye over your prisoner."
"Which shows," growled Higgins, half .aloud, "that the
captain, though a very fine man, sometimes makes mistakes!"
"Then you don't believe me a traitor, as the rest do?"
quavered Ted.
"Not a bit of a traitor are you!" came the quick answer. "You wouldn't know how to sell out your comrades."
"Oh, I'd like to shake hands with you, Higgins," breathed the happier boy.
"You'd better not," came the dry retort. "It wouldn't
do-yet-for me to be seen mixing paws with you. Remember, you're still a prisoner, though it's my hope you
won't be for long."
Time dragged slowly after that.
From no less than three positions along the mountain
CHAP.TER VIII.
slope the Filipinos developed an annoying fire.
ON A NIGHT SCOUT.
Hemmed in thus, Captain Winthrop decided that it
"Now you're down, kid, keep down." ·
be wilfully reckless to try to advance for the preswould
It was Higgins' gruff voice that thus addressed our
ent.
hero.
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an extra pair of trousers, and another extra leggings,"
hinted the boy.
"You want to get back into your own uniform, eh?"
"I do, sir."
"Go ahead, then. And you can have Innsley's sombrero
and shoes, too. The poor fellow, being dead, won't need
them any more."
It was almost too much happiness.. Ted :found an extra
pair of trousers in the company.
With the other articles of wear he was soon rigged out
once more as a sure-enough American soldier.
Oh, the joy of that welcome change!
What was that sudden ripping, tearing sound, away to
the north of them?
As the eager members of F company listened they heard
that volleying answered.
Als9 in that Filipino line just ahead of F company there
was flurried excitement.
"Morrow, my boy!" cried Captain WinthJ:op, to his subordinate, "Major Eldredge must have heard our firing, and
is moving ftirward to our relief."
"It must be so, sir," criea the lieutenant. "Then, in
that case, the battalion has been moving forward all day,
trying to locate Alcante.
"Bugler," cried Winthrop, sharply, "sound the 'commence firing.' "
With a vim F'" company responded.
The volleys ripped out spitefully, in the effort to tell
Major Eldredge where to find his missing company.
From beyond the Filipinos slackened their fire, then
"Two."
" I've been thinking, sir," proposed the lieutenant, "that stopped it.
If there is one phase of wai·fare that the fighting Filiit would be well to take Brisbane out of arrest."
cannot endure, it is to find himself hemmed in bepino
the
much
along
thinking
been
have
I
and
you
"Then
two fires.
tween
same lines, lad,'' smiled Wri.nthrop.
half an hour Eldredge's column had come within
Within
"Will you release Brisbane, sir?"
communicating distance.
" On a condition."
The battalion's advance guard~ reached Captain Win"Yes, sir. What?"
"We might release him from arrest, subject to review by throp.
'Phe little enemy, having succeeded in withdrawing
Major Eldredge."
"Just the idea, sir," nodded the lieutenant. "And- " from its ticklish place, had stolen off through the jungles
which Alcante and his men knew so well.
"Well, Morrow?''
The parts of the good ol~ battalion were united once
"If Brisbane is released from arrest, sir, he ought to
more!
bave full reinstatement as a soldier."
By the time that dark fell that mountain slope was
"How?"
dotted with the white little shelter tent.
thickly
"We have two extra rifles, that belonged to the men
scouts, and outposts had l;ieen thrown out. The
Sentries,
killed."
"So you want to give Brisbane a chance once more to do battalion prepared to get a well-earned night's rest.
And Ted Brisbane was led before the battalion comhis share of fighting?"
mander, a fine, white-haired old man, for judgment.
"Yes, sir."
Major Eldredge listened attentively, while Ted stood
"That was a good idea, Morrow."
silently by, fearing, yet hoping.
"Then I have your permission to do it, sir?"
"Captain,'' announced the major, turning to Winthrop,
"Certainly. Go ahead."
Thus it happened that, a moment later, Ted Brisbane "since your company, by using Brisbane's hint, escaped
being wiped out to-day, it see1iis highly reasonable to supwas overjoyed.
pose that he acted straight"a.nd loyally."
lieutenthe
at
wistfully
Ted got his gun, then looked
"That's the way it finally appeared to me, sir,'' rejoined
ant.
captain.
the
"I could take I~nsl ey's blouse, sir, if one of the men has

As the hours wore on, and the fighting kept up by fitful
spasms, Winthrop lost two men killed and half a dozen
wounded.
Yet this was nothing to what would have been the disastrous case had it not been for our hero's warning.
The afternoon wore on. It would be dark ere long.
Fr.Qm the heaviness of the fire, whenever the insurgents
volleyed, it was plain that Alcante had brought up more
of his barefooted little brown troops.
Caple.in Winthrop, who had daringly exposed his own
person for hours, stood up with Lieutenant Morrow at his
side.
"It's a tough enough box still, Morrow, my boy," confided the eommander.
''Nothing to Vihat it would have been, sir, if we'd been
caught in the pass."
"I shudder to think of that, Mo.rrow."
The lieutenant hesitated, about to speak.
"Well, what is it, young man?" queried the captain,
smiling at his subordinate.
"About Brisbane, sir--"
"You're beginning to wonder if we did the boy an injustice? "
"Yes, sir; that's exactly it."
"It is more than possible that we did wrong him."
aI've felt uneasy about it more than once to~day, sir,"
confessed the young lieutenant.
· "The same thoughts have been in my mind, Morrow."
"May I make a suggestion, sir?"

cu·r

"You can fully release him, then. Corporal Brisbane,
resume your rank and duties. Report to your company
commander."
".Just one moment, major, if you please," begged· Winthrop. "Corporal Brisbane, since I publicly put you under
a cloud of disgrace that you didn't deserve, I now make my
apology in public. I ask your pardon."
.And the captain held out his hand, which Ted took timidly, hesitatingly.
"You are not to blame, sir,'' replied the young corporal.
"I realize, sir, that every appearance was really against
me."
"Now, report to your company commander, corporal,''
repeated Major Eldredge.
This T'ed did, reaching his own G company, just as
the welcome smell of sizzling coffee and · frying bacon got
on the early evening air.
While washing his hands for supper Brisbane felt a start
of joy at finding that the stain catne off with the use of
·
soap and water.
.After supper, therefore, Corporal Ted cleaned his entire skin, even to his hair.
Eager comrades crowded around him .to hear the story
of his capture and escape.
Jim Havers listened with ill-concealed disgust.
. "They're making a heap of the kid, just because he lost
his outpost," Jim observed to one soldier.
"Lost his outpost nothing!" came back the indignant
rejoinder. "That outpost was just rushed off its feet and
wiped out. Brisbane would have been killed, too, if that
wicked little beauty hadn't wanted him for the torment.
.And to think that that little Pina had a trading permit
through our camp, and all the time she was the sweetheart
and spy of the bandit, .Alcante!"
So .Tim wandered off by him.Self, too sore to listen to the
tale that Ted was spinning.
But in the midst of the recital an orderly strode up.
"Corporal Hrisbane will report to Major Eldredge,''
was the message that he brought.
"Sorry to leave you, fellows,'' murmured Ted, as he
rose and hurried away.
Eldredge and all his officers were seated on the ground
I
under a great mahogany tree. The group had the look
of being a council of war.
"Corporal," began the major, as Ted saluted, then halted and stood at attention, "I have decided to send you out
to-night with a small scouting paI'ty. You will command."
Tired as he was, Ted's eyes danced at the prospect of
•
this extra duty.
"Thank you, sir," was all Brisbane said, as he again
saluted.
"We are seriding you because .Jou know .Alcante by
sight, if you are fortunate enough to find him."
"Yes, sir."
"And also, corporal, you'know some of his intimate officers."
"Yes, sir.''

•
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".Altogether, corporal, we look upon you as being well
fitted for the work. There are other scouting parties out
to-night, but you will act independently of them unless
you meet. You know where the enemy were when they
fired last. With that as a basis, corporal, you will take
six men and endeavor to :find where .Alca.nte's .force is encamped. If the enemy are in more than one camp, try to
find all the camps. Take your bearings by the stars, corporal, and do your work thoughtfully, for much depends
upon straight information."
"Yes, sir."
"That is all. Remain out as long as necessary, but re~
turn as soon as you have real information."
"Very good, sir."
Here Captain Bentley broke in:
"Have you any choice as to men, corporal?-'~
"May I choose them, sir?"
"Yes."
Ted thought instantly of poor, jealous Jim Havers, who,
on account of being the Slob, never got a taste of exciting
duty of this kind.
"Wiell, sir, I'd like Havers, Frost, Lyons, Tullick, Crowe
and Carson."
Bentley nodded.
"Take them, corporal."
With a final salute that included all the officers, the
elated young corporal hurried back to the company street.
"Havers!" he called.
"Well," growled Jim, coming up out of the shadow.
"Get your rifle, a full belt of ammunition, and a full
canteen of water. No haversack or blanket roll."
"What's up?" grunted Jim, curiously .
"Your orders,'' Ted smiled drily. "Captain Bentley's
orders."
He quickly called off the names of the other men.
Then in silence he led them past headquarters, where an
officer joined them, and informed the nearest sentry that
these men had orders to leave camp.
Then out into the da~k night Ted strode, his men following in single file.
Only once more did they pass .Americans-a corporal
and four .men out on outpost.
Then, leaving all behind, Corporal Ted Brisbane plunged into the forest that hid .Alcante's "army"-somewherg,
"I,,say," began Jim Havers, growlingly, "what are we

__

Ted halted quickly, looking his men over.
"No talking,'' he commanded: "And tread softly."
Ted was busy forming his plans for :finding .Alcante's
camp in that great, mysterious forest darkness a'lld stillness.
CHAPTER IX.
TED RUNS .A BATTLE.

Your trne Filipino, while a brave fighter at tin1es, .doe1.1
not love hard work.
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J1rom below three answering taps came, showing that his
Hence when he is retreating he is likely to run away
was understood.
signal
along the easiest road to travel.
Then others began to climb. After a few moments PriTed was aware of this peculiarity.
These little brown men, though at home in the track- vates Frost, Tullick and Ca.rson had reached their young
less jungle, did not take to the thick over-matted brush leader's post at the top of the tree.
except when. compelled to in order to escape.
All could see the fire, but only Cal'son could make out
The first hour away from camp brought our hero's the gleams on the bayonets of two or three of the enemy's
scouting party to a distance o~ some two miles from sentries.
camp.
"That's enough," clicked Ted. "Down to the ground
At every quarter mile or so they. had halted, and one for us."
member of the party had climbed a tall tree, in the hope of
At the foot of the tree a hasty consultation was held.
espying a tiny campfire somewhere off in the blackness, or
"You'll make back to ca.mp now, of course,'' hinted Jim.
some other sign that would betray the presence of 'the
"What's that?" T-ed demanded, sharply.
1
enemy.
'
"You'll carry the news to Eldredge?"
Now, at last, they had halted, fagged out, for the path
"And only tell him we think that's where the Filipino'
was a rough one.
camp is?"
They were on a high slope of gl:ound now, but still
"Why, you know, don't you?" grunted Havers.
und_er the shadow of great trees.
"Know? Of course we don't," rejoined Ted, and two
"About my turn to climp,'' announced Ted. "Hold my or three of his men smiled. "All we know is that we saw
gun, Havers."
something pver there. Do you think I'd go back to camp
Jim took the proffered rifle with an ill grace.
and hurry the battalion out to what may be nothing but
In a twinkling our hero was up in the lower limbs. a ,!ilipino trick-a trap?"
After that scaling was easy.
"Well, what are you going to do then?"
Up in the top of the tree, a hun dred feet from ground,
"Spread our little line out thinly," Ted answered
Ted rested.
promptly. "We'll go through th e forest ove:! there a hunHe was higher up than he wo11ld have been in any of
dred yards apart. In that way we can cover a good deal
the other trees, and could see the country for at least a
what looks like th e line of Alcante's camp. We'll get
of
mile around.
enough to make sure that there's a real camp there.
close
"N othiilg doing from here,'' he mutter ed, fin ally.
we'll come back and make our way back to the batThen
"Hold on, though-what's that?"
talion."
Eyes less sharp than his would have seen nothing.
"Ugh! I don't like that," grunted Jim H avers. "I
A quarter of a mile away, perhaps, the tiniest sort of a
mind meeting the little brown rascals in battle. But
don't
.
gleam flashed.
alone through the woods at night, with every chance
going
"It has ~ steely look," flashed the young corporal, starof meeting a gang that'H slash you open with bolos_:_ugh!"
ing more intently.
"I thought you were a soldier, Havers," spoke Ted,
:\ gain the faint gleam.
quietly. "Here!s our work cut out for us, and we've got
"The~ Filipinos love to get us at close quarters, and
men, ,get as close to t he enemy's lines as
bayonet scrap," muttered Ted. •rif they mean to do it. Now,
have
being caught. Make sure that there is
without
can
you
. business to-night, or if they expect us to advance, that
and that there's a real camp behind
sentries,
of
line
a
little gleam ought to be the dim flash of starlight on steel.
where you are for five minutes. Then
stay
Tullick,
them.
If so, that's a sentry there. An d, if th ere's one sentry
through the forest. When you've
forward
cautiously
go
t l:c:·e, there must be others near by."
come back and wait for us. Now,
information,
your
got
He stared intently.
Yes, it really seemed to him that, at other points near the rest follow me."
Ted marched his line off, leaving a man at every hunt he first little gleam, he could make out two others.
yards.
cJred
"They're in a line, too," he quivered. "If so, that
the young corporal kept ·next in the line to him-.
Havers
shows the direction of the line of the camp. And, by
·
self.
jove, that's right, too, for the camp would naturally be in
"Now, start in about a minute, Jim,'' our hero whisth at little depression in the ground, with sentries above.
pered. "And don't ever again make the mistake of talk'
Hullo-gracious!"
The tiny but unmistakable glow of a campfire suddenly ing as you did five minutes ago! If they call you the Slob
appea red, well inside the line marked by the gleams that now, the men will soop. begin to call you the cold :foot.
Get in, now, old fellow, and don't bring back any news
the young corporal had marked out with his eyes.
of what you don't see. Jim, I picked you for this .detail
P~st! he signaled down to the ground.
Back cam e the answer.
so you'd have chance to make a showing. You don't
Three times the young corporal tapped with one foot want to remain a private forever. Now, get your grit toagainst the trunk of the tree.
gether and push on into the forest. If you get into trou-
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ble I'll be close on one side, and Carson on the other.
March!"
Ted hims'elf hurried forward, and soon was treading
cautiously in the direction of the supposed camp.
It was work that men with nerve could do. .All that it
required was a light foot and a cool head.
T'ed himself got within forty feet of a drowsy little
brown sentinel.
Not far behind this sentry, who paced all unconscious
that at least one sharp pair of .American eyes were watching him, were hasty shelters built of boughs of young
trees--officers' shelters beyond a doubt, for, past these
shelters, the bodies of men could be seen lying on the
ground.
"That's all I need to know," thought.the young soldier.
Withdrawing softly, he tried to cut in on Jim's course.
But no Jim was there.
1
Going £-1irther back from the camp the young corporal
came upon tbe Slob, seated on the ground, his back
against a tree, his rifle clutched nervously.
He started guiltily as Brisbane glided up, then leaped. to
his feet.
"So?" quivered the young corporal. "It's true."
"Wlhat's true?"
"You're a cold-foot!"
Starting, trembling, Jim Havers tried to swing the muz·zle of his rifle· around on the young corporal.
But Ted caught at the barrel of the gun.
· "None of that!" he ordered sternly. ".About face! Walk
on ahead of me."
"But what are you going to--" quavered Jim.
"Going to shoot you for cowardice in the face of the
enemy, if I have to," Ted Brisbane whispered back, sternly. "For heaven's sake, Jim, brace up! March!"
.
Sulkily Jim obeyed.
Suddenly the young ,corporal straightened up, · peered
through between the trees, and whispered:·
"Halt, Jim!"
"What's up?" asked Havers, nervously.
"See that light through there?" .
"No. Yes, I do, though, as the light gleamed once
ahead of them. "What is it, anyway?"
"I mean to find out," voiced Ted.
"What's the use?"
"My orders are that, if there is more than one Filipmo
•
camp, I am to find both."
"Good Lord! Going to run up against bolo men, anyway?"
"We've got to find out what that light is."
"Then I'll wait, while you go ahead, Ted."
"You'll keep on ahead of me, just as you've been doing,"
retorted the young corporal, so positively that Jim gave in
without a murmur.
"Why, it's a regular house-a small one," whispered
Ted, as they got closer.
Tfie light had disappeared, hut now tliey were close

enough to make out the outlines of a low, one-story native
building of bamboo and thatch.
"Where are you going?" demanded Jim, trying to halt.
"Going up to that house. So are you!"
Jim would have balked, but he felt sure that Ted would
kill him for c;wardice. It is a non-commissioned officer's
duty, in war-time, to kill a cowardly soldier if he cannot
'
make him obey.
No one appe11-red or opposed their passage as the two
young soldiers trod softly across the little clearing that
·
surrounded the bamboo house.
• .As they ·drew nearer, a gleam through a crack in the
wall showed them that a figure was moving about, though
that individual's feet made no noise.
"Look in and see what's happening," directed our hero,
when they were almost at the. nearest wall.
Jim obeyed, then turned, his eyes gleaming.
"It's a Chino, with a trap-door up in the floor," he whispered, hoarsely. ".A miser, I'll bet!"
"Chino" is the Spanish word for Chinaman that i~ used
in the Philippines. Many of the wealthiest men in the islands are Chinos. Some of these Chinese merchants hoard
·great wealth.
"Don't try to get away," whispered Ted, sternly.
"Get away from a Chino, with gold hidden under· his
house?'; repeated Jim, hoarsely. "What do you take me
for?"
Ted B-¥isbane applied his own eyes to a crack in the
wall.
Wihat he saw was a single room inside, squalidly furnished and ill-smelling.
.A Chinaman, in soft, felt-soled shoes, was bending over
a trap--door in the floor.
· Even as our hero looked, however, the yellow man
straightened up, after having fitted the door closely into
place in the floor.
As he turned, the Chino proved to be old, weazened,
bent.
He was garbed only in blouse and in trousers that came
down to his bare knees.
"Doesn't look like a very rich man," murmured Ted to
himself. " But I'd give something to know what's in that
little cellar."
"Going in?" whispered Jim in the young corporal's ear.
"Yes," he announced. "Follow me. "
Stepping softly over to the door, our hero gave it a pull.
It opened at once.
Hearing the sound, the Chino turned swi£tly, his little,
narrow eyes blinking in fright. ·
"Keep quiet! Sabe that?" asked Ted, pointing the
muzzle of his rifle at the terrified fellow.
"He won't make any noise ·riow," grinned Havers.
"Pull up that trap'-door."
Had they not seen it open a moment ago it is doubtful if
either would have discovered the closely-fitted trap in that
.
dirty floor.
But Jim had it up in a twinkling.
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After the other soldiers had vanished into the darkness,
The Chinaman did not attempt to talk, b:ut stood blink· Ted stepped out, followed by the trembling Chino.
ing wonderingly.
Jim, after blowing out the lamp, followed.
"What's down there?" hailed Ted.
Into the woods back of the house they stole.
"Chinese boxes."
Perhaps two hundred yards back of the house Ted
"I suppose so. Get one up and see what's in it."
halted.
Jim quickly bent over, lifting up one of the boxes.
"You watch the Chino, Jim," commanded the young
"H'm!" gasped Ted, his glance resting on the box.
corporal. "Don't let him get away if you have to plug
"Firecracker, John?"
The Chino nodded. The Filipinos use many :firecrackers him. You .savvy that, John? Now, then, old yellow-face,
at religious and other festivals, and the. Chinese supply light your slow-match and skip around lively."
Several bunches of :firecrackers were placed on the
tliem.
in a line that ran parallel with that of the Filiground,
:firecrackers.
in
mePChant
a
was
fellow
this
Plainly
" All :firecrackers down there, John?" demanded Ted. • pino camp.
"Touch 'em off, John!" throbbed Ted.
The Chino nodded.
Mr. Chino set the first pack going, then ran to another,
"Hoist the boxes up, Jim."
and to a third, Jim keeping watchfully with him.
One after another Havers brought them up.
Cr-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-ack! Crack! Crack!
"Open one."
The first pack had begun to -explode with a merry 0ld
With the aid of his bayonet Jim speedily had the lid off
din.
a box.
"Sure enough, Gold-chop cannon crackers No. 1," he
Then the second got under way.
reported.
Skipping up and down the line the frightened but busy
Ted's eyes were fairly shining with the scheme that Chinaman set off the noise-makers as fast as he could.
had suddenly popped into his mind.
Further up the line through the woods crackers began
"Jim, you stay here and hold this Chino quiet-for to explode.
your life? Don't attempt to get away, and don't let him
Those five well-provide4 soldiers, having reached their
·
get away."
stations, were doing themselves proud with din.
But a movement on the part of the Chino brought the
"Glory! Volleys from hundreds of Krag-Jorgensen
cold-foot back to himself.
rifles don't sound any different!" chuckled Brisbane.
If he let the Chino get ·away, too, it would be all up with "Keep it up, Chino!"
Jim Havers!
.And from further up the line the racket continued.
So he held the startled mongol back.
Eldredge's battalion, in its hottest action, never made a
And Ted,,not trusting his man, was back as soon aS' he louder or a different sound!
had met Carson, and passed the word along.
Now the location of the Filipino camp was beyond all
1
"Keep him, Jim,'' called the young corporal through question.
the door. "The rest of us are going to have a pow-wow
Sentries banged the~r pieces frantically in the face of
outside in the darkness, but we'll be close enough to stand
what they believed to be a night attack.
by you."
Then shrill bi1gles sounded out.
'];hat pow-wow was short but satisfactory.
·'l_'ed was near enough to hear the frantic orders of FiliFrom the reports that his men brought from all along
pino officers as they tried to rally and form their men.
the line Ted B1risbane felt sure that they had stumbled
Then Filipino volleys-real ones, there!-began ~o sputupon the main, if not the only, camp of the insurgent
ter out.
,
chief, Alcante. The foliage around our hero was torn by "sheets" of
Rapidly our hero outlined his new, daring plan to the
Mauser bullets that hissed through.
:five except Jim Havers.
But Ted forgot to seek safety in lying down.
"Now, steal up to the hut and get your crackers,'' com"Keep it going, China! Keep it going!" the boy thrillmanded the young corporal, at last.
ed.
Jim seemed mighty glad at finding reinforcements
Further up the line the :firecracker volleys dinned witharound him.
ceasing.
out
One after another the boxes of :fire-crackers were open~
that, Jim?" demanded Brisbane, dancing up to
"Hear
ed, each soldier ta.king all he could carry.
"The Filipinos are falling back, and their
comrade.
his
"Now, fade into the darkness. You know your orders,"
slacker. They're rattled !ind on the run!
growing
is
fire
Brisbane chuckled. "In ten minutes, remember, you'll
us and Major Eldredge. They figure
between
They're
hear the signal. Then keep things humming. Don't
so they'll fall right back upon his lines!
here,
over
worry about any of the brown-skins coming your way. that he's
Oh, this couldn't be better!"
They'll be hiking the other way. Now, then, scoot!"
"It's great!" · admitted Havers. "Whee! How much
with
The Chino had been made to load himself down
do sound like· the racket of battle!"
firecrackers
his own goods.
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"Ask ~he little brown men!'~ chortled Ted. "Say, they
a:re running' yet. And here goes the last of our attack!"
For the :firecrackers forced from the Chino had given
out.
"Wait here for the crowd,'' directed Ted. "And don't
let this Chino get away!"
Carson, 'then Tullick, then the others, one by one, appeared, all grinning over the trick that had sent the Filipinos plunging backward through the forest-the trick.
that was even now burling Alcante's band back upon the
real rifles of Eldredge's battalion.
"Hear that?" cried Ted, suddenly.
Over to the northward real Krags were now ripping out.
The Filipinos had fallen upon the battalion, alarmed from
its night's rest, and hurried forward i~to action.
"Poor little brown imps!" chuckled Ted. "They're
afraid of what they're up against now, and they're afraid
to fall back this way where we're so strong on volleys!"
"Hadn't we better try to get back before the stragglers
come this way?" hinted Private Tullick.
"That's the surest thing on earth," nodded Ted. "Comeon! We'll hy to get around the end. The firing will
give us a route."
For ten minutes they hurried through the forest, the
sounds of real night battle guiding them.
Plunging along blindly in the darkness, Ted and bis
squad suddenly felt their hair rise.
Ahead, a mad medley of war-yells, then the rush of
many feet toward them-the onslaught of a company of
bolo men.
And from somewhere close at hand was heard Pina's
shrill voice :
"Kill their leader!"

CH.APTER X.
THE AMERICAN GIRL IN PERIL. •

"Stand close together! Fire like blazes!" roared Ted.
Seven men, hampered ]jy ·a scared Chinaman, found
themselves about to be borne dqwn before the rush of
what' looked to be a hundred bolo men.
It is these bolo men who wear most on the nerves of
'
American soldiers.
Armed with keen, heavy knives, these fanatical bolo
men rush in, indifferent to certain death provided there
is a chance to slash a few Americanos to death.
Crack! crack! ripped out the Krags, as the rush started.
Ted's men had all but unconsciously fallen shoulder to
shoulder.
Their rifles spit fire-hissed .death!
Even these frenzied bolo men staggered back :for an
instant.
But Pina, on the flank, shrieked hoarsely:
"Cowards! Are you afraid? Kill every Americana!"
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Ted wheeled, saw her stealing upon him, knife in hand.
Like a flash he turned and bounded at her. Being on
the flank, while her liolo men were ahead, the girl was
alone.
.Whump ! The barrel of Ted's rifle fell across lier wrist,
knocking the knife to the ground.
. Then, before she could realize .what had happened, Pina
felt herself snatched up in the young corporal's arms.
Three steps back to the squad Ted bore her.
"Stop the :fighting, or we kill Alcante's sweetheart!" he
roared in Spanish over all the din.
Dropping his 'own rifle, he held Pina helpless, though .
she turned on him with the fury of the wildcat, trying to
scratch out his hated American eyes.
Ted got her arms pinned to her side then held her so
that the wavering bolo men could see her.
"Kill the Americanos!" implored Pina, sobbingly, as
the rush stopped and the firing ceased. "Never mind me.
It does not matter what happens to me."
"Tell your general she said so," jeered Ted.
Despite the girl's appeals, the bolo men were afraid to
renew the attack, which, thus far, had been bloodless for
'
the Americans.
"Fall back there! Vanish in the forest! As much as
show yourselves, or even follow us, and I give you this
girl's body to carry to your general!" bluffed the young
corporal.
Almost in a twinkling the bolo men had faded into the
blackness of the forest beyond.
Away over to the northward the firing still continued
heavily.
Evidently feeling himself to be between two fires, Alcante had plainly determined to put up the best fight possible.
The men of the squad, all except Jim, who was still
taking care of John Chinaman, had spread themselves out
so that Ted could not be suddenly overwhelmed by a rush
from the enemy.
In this f&shion they proceeded. Doubtless they were
followed, shadowed, and closely, too, by stealthy, prowling
Filipinos.
But plainly there was no way to rescue this young girl,
beloved by their general-no way to rush'in to her rescue
ere this determined young American corporal c_ould carry
out his threat of killing her.
Had they but known the American character the Filipinos would have realized how difficult it would be for Ted
to kill a girl. But they judged the Americanos by themselves!
A half an hour more. They were around the ends of
the opposing forces now, as judged.by the firing.
"We're back of the American line, at last," Ted announced. "Now, it's only a matter of joining the battalion."
"Let me go," pleaded Pina, meek and even tearful now.
"I don't believe_we can," Ted declared, grimly.
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Sixteen, the sole child and hope of Colonel, Cortright.
He was still carrying her slight form in his arms, and
She had often smiled at Ted when she saw him about
she had ceased to resist.
"Let me go, and you will not" be sorry," pleaded the the barracks grounds. She had smiled at him as she
might have done at any other bright young soldier.
·
girl.
But those smiles had fired Ted, electrified him.
"What will you do in return?" hinted young Brisbane.
As an enlisted man he could not hope to pay attentions
"Perhaps I could tell of an American girl, who ought _to
·
to Guardia.
be rescued."
But as an officer all was possible.
"Where is she?"
Th~t had been the start of the boy's ambition to become
"Safe in Filipino hands."
an officer.
"Who is she?"
Months before, during a stroll out into the country sur"I shall tell you no more," pouted Pina.
"Because there is nothing more to tell," laughed Ted. · rounding Zamboanga, Guardia had become separated from•
.
"This Chino knows something about that matter," call- her companions. '
That had been the last · ever seen of her. Chinos, uned Havers. "I saw the yellow monkey prick up· his ears."
"Carry this girl a while, won't you, Jim?" asked Ted. doubtedly paid b.Y the Filipinos, had brought in the report
"I'm tired. Take blamed good care, though, that she that she had b~en murdered by bandits.
Colonel Cortright had become prematurely aged when
' doesn't get away from you."
Ted transferred his burden to Havers, then fell back he gave up· hoping to see his daughter again in this life.
Broken, he had remained on garrison duty, an almost
beside the Chino.
"Now, John," said Ted with grim persuasiveness when worthless officer, while his majors handled the Forty-seche had forced the Chinaman to drop back some distance, ond in its field work.
Ted, too, had despaired for many a day.
"what do you know about that American girl who is a prisYouth is elastic, however. He had finally determined to
oner among the Filipinos?"
"Me no savvy nothing," asserted the fire-cracker mer- become an ·officer, anyway, though he had always mourned
that, when an officer, he could not hope to call on the
chant, stolidly.
"Yes, you do, and you're going to tell me, John, or I'm bright-faced Guardia.
"But she' alive-if I've stumbled upon· anything at all
going to kill you! Now, then, talk!"
• As Ted spoke he took his own rifle from a comrade, this bewildering night!" throbbed the young corporal.
shot back the bolt, and appeared prepared to kill the yel- "Guardia! And the slave of these brown wretches!"
Ted questioned the Chino with frantic purpose.
low man then and there. '
No; Guardia, though a prisoner, had been treated with
. It was' difficult to get the Chinaman's tongue unloosed~
no indignities. She had been kept a close prisoner-that
but .when he did talk he talked by yards.
Some ten miles from this present spot, up in a moun- was all-by Alcante's orders.
"It isn't hard to understand," quivered Ted. "Alcante,
tain gully never yet visited by the American soldiers, stood
a crude &hack in which an American girl had been .held feeling that he must be captured one of these days, has
kept Guardia close prisoner, and even has circulated stories
prisoner for months.
of her death, feeling that to produce her finally would
FiliTwo Filipino women attended her. Three fierce
give him ~nly the stronger hold upon the Americap. aupinos guarded that shack.
The natives themselves would sooner die than betray the thorities. And that dear girl ten miles from here!"
whereabouts of this young American girl. The Chinese, For one brief, mad moment Ted Brisbane, feeling that
knew that they would die li.f they .undertook to tell the he was in command of thi~ little squad, and that he ,had
performed his sole duty of lecating Alcante's camp, was
hated Americanos.
.But now this John Chinaman. preferred to tell Ted, and tempted to order his tired men to turn about. The Ohinatake a chance on Filipino assassination, rather than £a.ce man could guide them, if they could get through the
the certainty that our hero would kill him if he didn't bandit-infested forests.
· "Oh, no, no, no!" half-sobbed the young corporal. "It
talk.
would be madness. Besides, I'm in command· here, and I
prisoner.
the
seen
had
he
t
Yes, the Chino admitted tha.
have no right to go beyond orders. But Major Eldredge
"Describe her," Ted commanded. ·
will act. He will do far better than I. Besides-why,
He listened then thrilled from head to foot.
"Guardia!" he throbbed. "Then she was not killed but what a doddering idiot I am! We can exchange Pina for
Guardia. Pina is our hostage for Guardia's safety!"
lives! It must be Guardia-it is!"
Calling to Private Tullick to guard the Chinaman, Ted
How Corporal Ted Brisbane tingled. For therein lay
strode forward to Havers' side.
the one tender spot in his present.rough life.
Pina was being carried in that hulking fellow's arms.
Guardia Cortright, daughter of the colonel of the good
"There are the American lines over there, barely an
old Forty-second.
Back in barracks down at Zamboanga, Ted had often eighth of a mile away," T'ed declared. "We are almost
up with our comrades. 'Little Pina, you shall be a hostage
seen the beautiful girl.
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, Corporal Ted stood again· before the little council of
officers.
Burning with the news as to his sweetheart, Ted had
been forced, by stiff military ·discipline, to tell the events
of the night in their order.
His brilliant trick with the fire-crackers, forcing the
Filipinos squarely down upon the American rifles, had
been warmly praised by his commander.
Then had Ted found cha1ice, unforbidden, to come at
last to the news with which he burned.
"Bring that Chino up! I must talk with him!" roared
the major. ·
Startled, the Chino was yet made to .repeat what he had
told to Ted in the jungle.
/
Now, indeed, the major forgot his joy over the battle.
Alcante had been badly defeated, losing some three hundred of his bandits, besides scores more of casualties in
the way of wounded men.
,
All indications were that Alcante's command had received its death-blow-that the bandit would find his pow- .
er and.influence among the natives gone after this last ·disastrous battle.
Alcante, .in a word, would find within the next few days
that his followers no longer cared to follow him in defiance
of the American authorities.
But as yet this insurgent chief was still well-nigh supreme in that country over beyond the American lines.
For to-day at least "General" Alcante held the power
of life and death over Guardia Cortright!
That much Major Eldredge understood as he paced
tremblingly up and down before his headquarters tent,
that had just been erected.
"We must get a column there, somehow."
"The smaller the column the better its chance of success," hint,ed Captain Bentley.
"Yes, yes! I know!" groaned the old major. "It must
be a swift little column-one that can get on the ground
and hold it until the whole battalion arrives. For that is
what.I shall do-march with my whole force to give Cortright's daughter one chance for her life-if it really be
true that she still lives!"
For a few moments the ~ajor remained ip deep thought.
Then:
"Mr. Morrow!"
"Yes, sir," hailed the lieutenant, stepping forward.
"You will take forty men and push on at the greatest
speed possible. T:ry to avoid conflict witli the insurgents.
Y pur whole ·duty is to reach Guardia Cortright.n
"I understand, sir."
CHAPTER XI.
"And, Morrow, take Corporal Brisbane with you. When
you get within .two or three miles of that mountain gulch,
CORPORAL TED AT BAY.
seµd the corporal and a very few men-with the Chino
for their guide-on a run ahead of yoU. You will follow,
In the gray of the short tropical dltwn M~jor Eldredge and, if you reach Cortright's daughter alive, you will projumped to his feet as if a Filipino bullet had stung him.
tect her, against all odds, until the battalion comes up."
"Guardia C_ortrigh t alive-a prisoner!" the old officer · "I shall have my men ready inside of three minutes,
quavered.
sir," announced Lieutenant Morrow.

in our camp-a hostage for the safety and the return of
Guardia Cortright. I have found out who the American
girl prisoner is!"
Pina, riding in Jim"s arms, bent forward in the darkness to scan Ted Brisbane's faee.
Then her own woman's instinct told her to read the
glow that was in the young corporal's eye$.
"You love that American girl?" jeered ?ina. "Yes, I
can see it in your face. And I, who hate you, .can punish
you through that American girl. Good! It shall be
done!"
Ted quivered, as if a viper had stung him.
Then he smiled again, as he realized how swiftly Alcante wo.uld give up the American gir:J.lprisoner to secure
the release of his own brown little sweetheart.
"She is quite safe," he smiled. "I do not worry, Pina."
Ted fell back to force more information from the Chinaman.
Suddenly there was a yell a.head, tlie so.u nd of an oath,
and then a frantic shout of:
"There she goes! There she is!"
His heart up i~ his mouth, Ted bounded forward.
Jim Havers leaned against a tree, clutching at his chest,
where Pina had stabbed him with the tiny 11tilletto from
her hair.
Stabbing, she had broken away from her carrier, and
had bounded off into the dark shadows under the trees.
Ted himself leaped in wild pursuit.
Yet he found himself as much at sea as his comrades.
Pina had escaped into the darkness. She could not be
found.
"Good heavens!" gasped rred, stopping short and shaking like a. leaf. "If that little fiend in petticoats ever gets
back to the Filipino lines, she suspects that I love Guardia!
She knows it! My poor little girl sweetheart will pay, the
- penalty of the hate that Pina feels for me! Merciful
heaven!"
For a .few moments Ted faltered. Then, realizing that
he could not hope 'to find Pina. in that great, black forest
when once she had vanished, he got his squad together.
Havers, though bleeding, was not dangerously hurt.
Now, for the first time, he realized that the battle had
stopped, for the tiine being, at any rate.
Yet, within three r{iinutes, Corporal Ted and his squad,
still with the Chino prisoner, were halted by a sentry of
·
Eldredge's battalion.

.

'
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While the young officer was attending to the detail of
his forty men, Ted found chance to go over to Havers.
"How's the wound, Jim?"
'" Oh, it stuck a rib, and didn't go through, you know,"
answered the Slob. "I bled a fearful lot, but the blood
has stopped coming. I'd give two months' pay, though,
to . get hold or the little tike who planted that piece of
steel against my ribs!"
"Jim," proposed our hero, earnestly, "why don't you redeem your cold feet of last night by going out with this
column?"
"Haven't been asked."
"Would you like to go? I'll ask the lieutenant."
"See here, Ted Brisbane, if I go with this column, and
behave all right, will you stop calling me a cold-foot?"
"And glad to," Ted agreed, promptly. "Jim~ I ~on't
like to have to think of any soldier in the regular army as
_
a cold-foot."
· "Go' and ask your lieutenant, then."
Jim Havers was in that little, flying column when it
started out, almost at the double-quick, within the promised three minutes.
: Half way down the line Ted trudged.
He was sore and fagged out.
Yet his whole agonized thought was of Guardia, and of
the chances of saving her yet.
Wearily the miles were plodded over that rough jungle
series of paths.
Yet the flying column hardly ever halted for rest.
·The Chino alone complained. But even he stopped finding fault with the pace when he found that every new
protest from his lips. brought him .a jab from a soldier's
bayonet.
The forest, as the column marched, appeared to be
free of Alcante's bandits.
If they hovered within touch, at least they did not attack or harass.
But at last, streaming with the perspiration of the
long-kept-up march, the column halted.
Lieutenant Mor:r;ow pointed to a mountain ahead.
"Corporal Brisbane, this is the point where you take the
freshest men and push on ahead."
"Thank heaven!" came devoutly from the soldier boy's
lips.
"Pick out your men, then-six of them. If you come
upon Guardia Cortright alive, protect her if i,t takes all
your lives. If we hear 'firing we'll come on a run to your
support. Hustle, now, corporal, and heaven ' grant you
luck! That's the prayer of every officer and man in the
regiment."
"You'll go with me, Jim," nudged Ted, and then quickly chose the others.
To Jim again fell the task of guarding the Chino.
That weazened little old fellow, pushed to .the front of
Corporal Ted's squad, would have argued against the speed
at which he was forced to go, had he not known that his
life would be the pric~.

Ted took now no thought of distance. He kept beside
the Chinese guide, whom Jim pricked into a run, the others of the little squad trotting behind.
A swift-fl.owing creek stopped their course at last• .
"Swim!" declared Ted.
"No; boat up there. And house not far from here," re•
plied the Chinaman, pointing up the stream.
Three hundred yards along the bank, and they came
upon the boat-one of American make, that the insurgents down at the coast had captured at some time and had
sent up into the interior as a trophy of war.
A few lusty pulls, and the boat beached on the opposite
bank.
"Now, you velly ar," whispered the Chinaman, beginning to tremble.
Up from the bank the Chinaman tremblingly pointed
the way through the jungle brush. Within three minutes
their yellow guide pointed to an opening that led into a
gulch.
"You go through there, and maybe you see," he whispered unsteadily.
"Don't you try to bolt, John, until we do see!" Ted
warned, grimly.
"House there, all right," maintained the Chinaman.
"Shut up your talking, then!"
The entrance to the gulch was through something of a
gat~way in a cliff wall.
Into this opening the sq_uad stole, Ted quiveringly leading.
"Oh! Oh! Oh!"
A girl's wail of agony came suddenly to their ears as
the men in American khaki sped through this opening
in the cliff.
Then they came upon a scene that made their blood
burn hotly.
Guardia Cortright-Ted Brisbane knew her at the :first
glanCB-running from one of the three men who guarded
against her escape, had just been caught by another.
. Swish! The third of those keepers brought a bamboo
switch down across her back.
It was the last thing he ever did.
Dropping to one knee, with steady hand on the trigger,
and true eye blazing through the gun-sights, Corporal Ted
·
fired.
Over tumbled the Filipino with the switch-shot clean
through the head.
There were other swift reports.
Guardia Cortright's three savage keepers were lying
in the dust.
.As for the girl, at sound of the first shot, she had wheeled and had caught sight of the dear old, familiar khaki
uniforms.
Two Filipino women had run out of the native house
close by, but these had thrown themselves down on the
ground beside the dead natives.
Guardia, her arms outstretched, her hair streaming behind, sped forward on swift feet.
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"You needn't hurry--0r fear!" Ted called joyously, .as
he rose with his smoking rifle. "There are men anougb.
here to protect you!"
Guardia, in her excitement, ran straight up to the handsome young corporal, throwing her arms convulsively
.
around his neck.
In her moment of uncontrollable joy she did not know
what she snid.
It came, therefore, surely, from the heart.
"Tedi You, of all men."
The others hardly heard.
But young Corporal Brisbane did. It made him happier
than he had ever been in his life before.
"You're safe now, dear girl," he murmured, he, too,
hardly knowing what he said. "There's a strong party
close at hand, and the whole battalion headed thi~
.
way!"
.Yet, as if in mockery, a harsh cry rang out further up
the gully.
Corporal Ted looked, gasped.
Fully forty Filipinos-and led by Alcante himself-had
shot themselves into sight.
Riflemen, bolo men, officers, armed in every manner
known to the insurge;nts, were rushing madly and furiously on.
"Fire!" yelled Ted, pushing the girl aside.
The American rifles spoke.
"Parker! Carey! Get this dear girl to the boat. Get
her across the water-join the lieutenant! Your · lives
are nothing, for hers is at stake!"
Private Carey wasted no time. He snatched Guardia
up in his arms and sped away, with his comrade at his
side.
For a moment the Filipinos had halted, for they had lost
·
·
five of their number.
But Alcante's reinforcements, to the number of a score
more of fighting men, appeared.
"Fire!" screamed the insurgent chief. "Wipe out the
Americanos!"
Crack! Ted Brisbane took cool aim and fired, yet
missed Alcante by a hair's-breadth.
Now came the returning fire.
Two of Ted's men dropped, one of them instantly killed.
From their knees the Americans fired fast and furious,
holding even this large force of the enemy back.
Another of Ted's men went down, with three bullets
through him.
And Jim Havers, his right arm stung by a Mauser bullet, shifted his gun to the left.
Ted's own magazine was empty.
"Rush them! Don't let .the girl get away!" bellowed
Alcante.
Row Ted longed for one shot, to finish that horrible
wretch!
Then came another swift, agonizii).g thought :·
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"Jim, we'll be needed to cover the boat. We mustn't be
killed here! Scootrwith me!"
Up and away they flew, straight for the creek.
As they ran, they kept as widely apart as they possibly
could.
Bullets followed them as the Filipinos pursued.
But the little brown men, as H sura of their game, did
not come on as fast as they might have done.
As the two American fugitives got within sight of the
water they saw the boat containing the girl and her two
protectors reach the opposite bank.
"Go as fast as you can!'' yelled Ted. "If you lail you
can never face the general again!"
"The general" was the affectionate name they gave, in
the regiment, to their colonel, who was, in fact, a brevetbrigadier.
Just before he wheeled and went down on one knee at
the bank, the soldier boy saw Carey and his comrade vanish into the jungle on the other bank, the girl between
them.
There was just time for these two comrades to load their
magazines when the Filipinos came in sight.
Vigorously the American rifles cracked, at point-blank
range, fo:r a few seconds.
Then Jim Havers keeled over, and did not stir.
Sting! Ted Brisbane felt something sharp at his left
temple, just where he had bound a cloth loosely to protect
his head from the sun's fierce· rays.
It must have been a wound to do this, he thought, swiftly, as he fell over backward.
From the other bank came the hail in a soldier's hearty.
voice:
"Hold the fort, kid, and we'll be there!"
Ted's rifle was empty. No time to 'reload, for now the
Filipino rush was upon him.
Just in that nick of time Ted recollected the revolver
hanging at his hip-the one handed him that morning by
Major Eldredge.
Drawing it, while he rested, wobbly, on his left hand,
Brisbane began to fire.
"We're coming, kid!" came the hail, to the fast splash
of oars.
Rescue coming, but what a mockery!
Ted saw almost a dozen bolomen almost within arm's
reach of him, and others flourishing firearms.
He had two shots left, now, in the revolver.
Crack!
"One down, anyway!" jeered the young corporal, aiming his last shot.
I
"I've saved the general to-day-by sending his daughter
back to him!" flashed through the boy's mind.
It was dying a soldier's d!lath-this!
He pulled the trigger of his revolver, then fell under
the rush of bare brown feet, and that was the last he
knew.
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pened. Do you' remember some of the things you did before you got that wound in the head? Do you know what
they do for soldiers who perform such deeds?"
CONCLUSION'.
"What?" asked Ted, wonderingly.
"Well, in your case, the President, who has been inWhat ·had happened?
formed by cable, has replied by cable that you are to be
This wasn't a bed on the dirt.
a second lieutenant."
That was the last place where Ted remembered to have
"An-an officer?" swallowed Ted, unbelievingly.
"That's it," cried Guardia, delightedly. "And everyone
been.
Why, this was actually a ·bed with a soft white sheet in the old Forty-second says you were always just cut' out
over a mattress!
.
· for an officer, anyway."
"But how can a fellow who isn't of age become a second
'l'hat much · Corporal Ted realized before lie opened
.,
his .eyes,
lieutenant?" begged bewildered Ted.
·Truth to tell, he didn't open his eyes right away.
"Congress passed a special act permitting the PresiH~ ·qidn't want the jolt of coming back to actual life. dent to do it," supplied Guardia. "But now don't talk any
There was one thing that was real, anyway. . His head more, please. You're an officer, and that ought to be hapached right over the left temple.
piness enough for one day."
·· That was in line with his last recollection at the creek's· "It isn't , though," protested Ted, s~berly.
bank. '~What else is needed?"
That was just before he fired that last shot of all, and,
"A-a-you won't think me cheeky, Guardia ?"
as he remembered now, at Alcante.
"No, no! Wlhat else is needed?"
"Did I get the wretch ?" murmured Ted.
" A- a kiss!"
"That' doesn't require the President and Congress,"
Anxiety to know made him open his eyes.
Ho, ho! What a ridiculous dream this was, after all. whispered the girl, as she bent a rosy face closer to his.
. Why, this was a bedroom that he saw before his fevered
Ted is a first lieutenant now, and will be a captain ere
gaze.
long .
Then Guardia wiJI be Mrs. Captain Brisbane. But Bris. There wasn't anything like this'anywhere short of Zambo~ga.
bane is her last name already.
That was wh~re Colonel Cortright-"the General," as
T~d's last revolver shot had killed Alcante. Pina died
they called him in the regiment-had his official resi- soon after in a small-pox plague.
dence.
As for Jim Havers? A model soldier in these days, and
"Did.Guardia get through safely?" he murmured, weak- has been ever since he recovered from his wound: He is
ly. "That b,as got to be settl ed."
first sergeant in Ted's company, and may be an officer
"Did J hear my name spoken ?" asked a sweet, low yet.
voice, and a cool hand rested on his hot forehead.
It was T·ed who brought Havers to realize what being a
There was Guardia's dear face right before his.
soldier meant.
" You're-you're safe?" gasped Brisbane, wonderingly.
," Safe?" smiled Guardia. " Don't you s.ee that I amTHE END.
and yo,urself, also, Ted?"
"But what place. is this, clear girl?"
Here's a great story coming that appeals to every boy
"A room in our home . iu Zamboanga," answered the
who has real tr(:mbles in life! " A FOOL FOR LUCK;
girl. "But don't try to talk much now-there's a. dear
OR, THE BOY WHO TURNED BOSS,:' by Fred Warfellow."
She placed her cool hand beside his hot cheek. He nes- burton, will be published complete in No. 12 of "The
tled against it for a few moments, then drew restlessly Wide Awake Weekly," out next week. When you've read
away.
this you'll agree with us that it's "one of the best ever."
"What's the matter?" she asked, gently.
"I forgot myself," stammered Ted, weakly
CHAPTER XII.

"How?'~

"I-I was a little too familiar."
"In what way?" asked Guardia, opening her eyes in
surprise.
"Well, I-I-you know, Miss Cortright, 1ou 'are the
general's daughter, and I-I-am-only an enlisted man."
"You haven't known anything for three weeks," laughed the .girl, softly, «and so you don't know all that has hap-
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FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, New York.
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DEAR SIR-Enclosed find .. _... cents for which pl6>ase send me:
..... copies .of WORK AND WIN, Nos .............. - .... . •.... ~ ... ... ................................... .
:•··. " " WIDE AWAKE WEEKLY, Nos .............. .. ...........•...•......•.........•..••....•
t• • • •
" '( WILD WEST WEEKLY, Nos .•.....•• . ••.......••.............••......... ,1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
'• •·. " " THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76, Nos..............•......................................••
" " PLUCK AND LUCK, Nos.............•.... , ......................... ~ ....•......•....••
" " SECRET SERVICE, Nos...... - ... - .....•........................................ - . . .... .
. ... " " FAME AND .FORTUNE , WEEKLY, Nos ................ - .......................... _.......
"
" Ten-Cent Hand Books, Nos ... ......•••......•.................... - . - . - ................••
Name ...... >.' ••••••••••••••••••• Street and No••••••••••••.•...... Town .....•..•• State ............••••••,

These

'
Tell,
Books
You

Everything I

.! COMPLETE SET IS A REGULAR ENCYCLOPEDIA!
Each book consists of sixty-four pages, printed on good pat>er, in clear type and neatly bound in an attractive, illustrated cover.
Most of the books are alao profusely illustrated, and all of the subjects treated upon are explained in such a simple manner that aw
child. can thoroughly understand them. Look over the list as classified and see if you want to know anything About the subjeda
mentioned.
THESE BOOKS ARE FOR SALE BY ALL NEWSDEALERS OR WILL EE SENT BY MAIL TO ANY ADDRESS
FROM THIS OFFICE ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, TEN CENTS EACH, OR ANY 'I.'HREEJ BOOKS ll'OR TWENTY-FIVE
CENTS. POST.A.GE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.' Address FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, N.Y.
No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRIOKS WITH OARDS.-EmMESMERISM.
No, 81. HOW TO MESMERIZE.-Containing the most ap- bracing all of the latest and most deceptive card tricks, with ilproved methods of mesmerism ; also how to cure all kinds of lustrations. By A . .Anderson.
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS WITH OA.RDS.diseases by animal magnetism, or, magnetic healing. By Prof. Leo
Oontaini?~ deceptive Card Tricks as performed by leading conJurors
Hugo, Koch, A. C; S., author of "How to Hypnotize," etc.
and mag1C1ans. .Arranged for home amusement. Fully illu.atrated.

PALMISTRY.

j

MAGIC.
No. 82. HOW TO DO PALMISTRY.-Containing the most approved methods of reading the lines on the hand, together with
No. ?· HOW TQ DO TRICKS.-The great book of magic and
a full explanation of their meaning. Also explaining phrenology, card tricks, containmg full instruction on all the leading card tricks
· and the key for telling character by the bumps on the head. By of the d~y, also ~~e most popular magical Illusions as performed by
Leo Hugo Koch, A. C. S. Fully illustrated.
our: lea?mg magicians; every boy should obtain a copy of this book,
HYPNOTISM.
as 1t will both amuse and instruct.
·
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-Containing valuable and inNo .. 22 · HO!\' 'l'O DO SEOOND SIGH'l'.-Heller's seconJ sight
etructive information regarding the science of hypnotism. Also explamed b:y: his former assistant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how·
explaining the most a:1Jproved methods which are employed by the the secret dialogues were carried on between the magiclan and the
lea.cling hypnotists of the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, .A.C.S.
boy on the stage; also giving all the codes and signals. The onl1
authentic explanation of second sight.
SPORTING.
No. 43. HOW 'l'O BECOME A MAGICIAN.-Containing the
No, 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The most complete gran~est assort~ent ?f magical illusions ever placed before the
hunting and fishing guide ever published. It contains full in- public. Also tricks with cards. incantations, etc.
No. 68. HOW TO DO CHEMICAL TRICKS.-Conta.ining o~r
lltructions ·about guns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishing,
together with descriptions of game and fish.
one hundred highly amusing and instructive tricks with chemicals.
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.-Fully By A. Anderson. Handsomely illustrate.I.
illustmted, Every boy should know how to row and sail a boat.
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT OF HAND.-Containing over
Full instructions are given in this little book, together with in- ~fty of the latest and be~t tricks used by magicians. Also contaln.mg the secret of second sight. Fully Illustrated. By A. · Anderson.
·s tructions .on swimming and riding, companion sports to boating.
No. 70. HOW TO MAKE l\IAGIC TOYS.-Containlng full
No. 47. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A. HORSE.A. complete treatise on the horse. Describing the most useful horses directions for making. Magic 'l'oys and devices of many kinds. By
for business, the best horses for the road; also valuable reclpes for A. Anderson. Fully 1llustmted.
,
No. 73. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITHNUMBERS.-Showing
diseases peculiar to the horse.
No. 48. HOW 'l'O BUILD AND SAit. CANOES.-A bandy many curious tricks with figures and the magic of nurnbera. By A.
book for boys, containing full directions for constructing canoes Anderson. Fully illustrated.
and· the most popular manner of sailing them. Fully illustrated.
.No. 7.5. HO\Y TO !3ECOME A CONJUROR. ...__ Containinr
By O. Stansfield Hicks.
tri.cks ~1tl?- De>min.os, Dice, Cups anJ. Balls, Hats, etc. Embracing
th1rty-s1x 1llustratio11.s. By A. Anderson.
FORTUNE TELLING.
No. 78. HOW TO DO THE BLACK ART.-Containing a comNo. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND DREAM BOOK.- plete description of the mysteries of l\~agic and Sleight of Hand,
Containing the great oracle of human destiny; also the true mean- together with many wonderful experiments. By A • .Ander11on.
ing of almost any kind of dreams, together with charms, ceremonies, Illustrated.
·
and curious games of cards. A complete book.
MECHANIC L
No. 28. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.-Everybody dreams,
A •
from the little child to the aged man and woman. This li ttle book
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.-1n\l'ery bo)'
gives the explanation to all kinds of dreams, together with lucky shoul~ ~now how inv~ntions o.ri.ginated. This book explains them
and unlucky Jays, and "Napoleon's Oraculum," the book of fate.
all, givu~g examples m electr1c1ty, hydraulics, magnetism, optics,
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Everyone is desirous of pneumatics, mechanics, etc. The most instructive book published.
knowing what his future life will bring forth, whether happiness or . No. 5~. HOW TO BEOOM~ AN ENGINIDER.-Containing full
misery, wealth or poverty. You can tell by a glance at this little mstructions how to proceed m order to become a locomotive enbook. Buy one and be convinced. Tell your own fortune. Tell gineer; also directions for building a model locomotive· together
the fortune of your friends.
with a full description of ewrything an engineer should know.
No. 57. HOW TO MAKE MUSICAL INSTRUMEJNTS.-Full
No. 76. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY THE HAND.Containing rules for telling fortunes. by the aid of lines of the hand, directions how to make a Banjo, Violin, Zither, 1Eolian Harp Xyloor the secret of palmistry. Also the secret of telling future events phone and other musical instruments i together with a brief deby aid of moles, marks, scars, etc. Illustrated. By A., Anderson. scription of nearly every musical instrument used in ancient or
modern times. Profusely illustrated, By Algernon S. Fitzgerald
ATHLETIC.
for twenty years bandmaster of t'he Royal Bengal Marines.
'
No. 59. HOW 'I.'0 MAKE A MAGIO LA.NTERN.-Contalnlng
No. 6. HOW TO BECOl\IE AN ATHLETE.-Giving full, Instruction for the use of dumb bells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, a description of the lantern, together with its history and invention.
boriGontal bars and various other methods of developing a good, Also full directions for its use and for painting slides. Handsomely
healthy muscle; containing over sixty illustrations. Every boy can illUstratecl. By John Allen.
boC'ome strong anJ. healthy by following the instructions contained
No. 71. HOW TO DO MECHANICAL TRICKS.~Containinr
in th is li ttle book.
complete instructions for performing over sixty Mechanical Tricks.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of self-defense made easy. By A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
·
LETTER WRITING.
Con taining over thirty illustrations of guards, blows, and the ditferent positions of a good boxer. Every boy should obtain one of
these useful and instructive books, as it will teach you how to box
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-.A most comwi thout an instructor.
plete little book, containing full directions for writing love-letters,
No. 25. HOW TO BECOl\IE A GYl\INAST...!.....Containing full und when to use them, giving specimen letters for young and old.
instructions for all kinds of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises.
No. 12. HOW TO WR!TE LETTERS TO LAD!ES.-Giving
Tum bracing thirty-five illustrations. By Profess.or W. Macdon<1ld. complete instructions for writing letters to ladles on all subjects;
A h:mdy and useful book.
also letters of introduction, notes and requests.
No. 34. HOW 'TO FENCE.-Containing full instruction for
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS 'J.'O GENTLEMEN.fen cing and the use of the broadsworJ.; also instruction in archery. Containing full directions for writing to gentlemen on all subjects~
Described with twenty-one practical illustrations, giving the best also giving sample letters for instruction.
·
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE J,IDTTERS.-A wonderful little
positions in fencing. A complete book.
..
TRICKS WITH CARDS
book, telling you how to write to your sweetheart, your father,
•
mother, sister, brother, employer: and, in fact, everybody and any. No. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Containing, body you wisb to write to. F.Jvery young man and every young
explanations of the general principles of sleight-of-hand applicable lady in the land sbould have this book.
.
to card tricks 1 of card tricks with ordinary cards, and not requiring
No. 74. HOW TO WRITEJ LETTERS CORRECTLY.-Conaleight-of-hand; of tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of taining full instr tions for writing letters on almost any subject·
mpecially prepared cards. By Professor Haffner. Illustrated.
also rules for punctuation and composition, with specimen letters'.
-~·

;:::===========-==================
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THE STAGE.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKE
BOOK.-Containin1r a 1rrcat variety of the latest jokes used by the
m<?st famous en<;l men. No amateur minstrels is complete without
this wonderful little book.
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER Contai!1ing a varied asso,rt~ent of stump speeches, Negro, Dutch
and Irish. Also end mens Jokes. Just the thing for home amuse,
ment and amateur shows.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
AND JOK]JJ BQOK.:--Somethin~ new a~d very ,instructive. Every
boy . s!10uld ob tam this ~ook, as 1t con tams full mstructions for or·
•
·
gamzmg an amateur mmstrel troupe.
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-'l'his is one of the most original
joke books ever published, and it i!1 brimful of wit and humor It
contains a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc:, of
Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical joker of
the day. ]JJvery boy who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
obtain a copy immediately.
No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.-Containing complete instructions how to make up for various characters on the
stage; together with the duties of the Stage l\Ianager, Prompter,
~cenic Artist and Property Man. By a prominent Stage Manager.
N!J. 80. GUS WII.LIAl\IS' JOKE BOOK.-Containing the latest Jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this world-renowned and
ever popular l.7erman comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome
colored cover containing a half-tone photo of the author.

No. 31. HOW TO BECOME A. SPEAKIDR.-Oontain!ng foul"
teen Illustrations, giving the di1Ie1·ent positions requisite to become
a 1rood speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems from
aU the PO{>Ular !luthore of pt·ose and poetry, arranged in the moat
s1mpla and conc1s.:? manner possible.
No. 49. _HOW TO DEJB.A.'l'E.-Giving rules for conducting debates, outlines for. de~atel 1, qu.estions for discussion, and the bes•
sources for procuring mfOli'IIlat10n on the q ueitions given.

SOCIETY.

No. 3. HOW TO FLIRT.-'l'he arts and wiles of flirtation are
fully exJ? l~iJ'.!ed by this little book. Besides the various methods of
ha.r..dkerch1E'f._ fan , glove. parasol, window and hat flirtation, it con·
~ams a .full hst of the language and sentiment of flowers, which is
m.terestmg to everybody, both ol<l and young. You cannot be happy
wi thout one.
No. 4. HOW 'l'O DANCE is the title of a new and handsome
little book just issued by l!" rank Tousey. lt contains full iristruc·
tions in the art of dandng, <'.tiquette in ~he ball-room and at parties,
how to dress, and full directions for calhug off in all popular square
dances.
No. 5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A complete guide to love
court~hip and maniage, giving sensible advice, rules and etiquett&
to be observed, with many curious and interesting things not gen·
erally known.
No. 171 HOW 'l'O DRESS.-Contaiuing full instruction in the
art of dressing and appearing well at home and abroad, giving the
selections of <'olors, material. and how to have them made up.
No. 18. HOW- 'l'O UECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One of the
HOUSEKEEPING.
brightest and most valuable little books ever given to the world.
No. 16. HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.-Containing Everybody wishes to know how to become beautiful, both male and
full instrnctlons fo1· constructing a window garden either in town female. The se<'ret is simple, and almost costless. Read this book
or country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful and be convinced how to become beautiful.
flowers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever published.
BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive books
No. 'T. HOW 'l'O KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrated and
on cooking ever published. It contains recipes for cooking meats contain.ing full instructions for the management and training of the
fish, game, and oysters; also pies, puddings, cakes and all kinds of canary, mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird,paroq11et, parroti. etc.
pastry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
No. 39. HOW TO BAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEO.NS .A.ND
cooks.
RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illus·
No. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-lt contains information for trated. By Ira Drofrnw.
ever ybody, boys, git·ls, men and women; it will teach you how to
No. 40. HOW TO l\IAKF.l AND SET TRAPS.-Including bint1
make almost anything around the house, such as parlor ornaments·, ori how to catch mol es, w ea sel~. otte1-, rats, squirrels and birds,
brackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harringtoo
Keene.
ELECTRICAL.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.-A:
No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A de· valuable book, giving iustruct ions in collecting, preparing, mountinr
~.:! ription of the wonderful uses of electricit:• and electro magnetism ; and preservin g birds, a11imals and insects.
together with full instructions for making i'Jlectric Toys, Batteries,
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.-Glvlng com·
etc. By George Trebel, A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty il- plete information as to the manner and method of raising, keeping,
·
lustrations.
taming, breeding, and managing all kinds of pets; also 'giving ful~
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con- instructions for making cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight
taining full uirections for making electrical machines, induction illustrations, making it the most complete book of the kind evet
coils, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. published.
By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.
MISCELLANEOUS.
No. 6·1 . HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
large collection of instructi ve nnd hi ghly amusing electrical tricks,
No. 8. HOW 'l'O BECOZliE A SCIEJNTIST.-A useful and in·
•together with illustrations. By A. .Anderson.
structive book, giving a complE'te treatise on chemistry; also ex·
perlments in acoustics, mechanics, mat hematics, chemistry, and di·
rections fo1· making fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. Thi&
ENTERTAINMENT.
.
No. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VEN'l'RILOQUIST.-By Harry book cannot he equaled.
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book for
Kennedy. The secret giveu away. Every intellii;ent bo,v reading
this book of instn.ictions, by a practical professor (delightmg multi- making all kinds of candy, i ce- c re a~ ... syrup~essences. etc~ etc. ·
No. o{. 110\V TO BECOME At'I. AU'l'uOR.-Containing full
tudes every night with his wonderful imitations), can master the
art, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the informat ion regarding choice of subjects, the use of words and the
manner of preparing and submitting manuscript. Also containing
greatest book C'Vcr published. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
No. 20. HOW TO IllNTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A valuable information as to the neatness, legibility and general comvery valuable little book just published. A complete compendium position of manuscript, essential to a successful author. By Prince
.
of games, sports, card diversions, comic reritations, etc., suitable ·.Hiland.
for parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the · No. 38. HOW TO BEC0:\1E YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-A woi:r
derful book. cont~ining useful and pr!!ctical information In the
money than any book published.
No. 35. HOW 'l'O PLAY GAMES.-A complete and useful li t tle treatment of ordmary diseases and ailments common to ever;t
book, containing the rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general com·
plaints.
backgammon, croquet. dominoes, etc.
No. 155. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.-Con·
No. 36. HOW TO SOLV{iJ CONUNDRUJ\JS.-Containing all
the leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches talning valuable information regarding the collecting and arranging
of stam,Rs and coins. Handsomely illustrated.
and witty sayings.
No. 08. HOW TO BE A DE'fECTIVE.-By Old King Brady,
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY rlARDS.-A complete and handy little
book, iriving the rules and h. ''rections for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-known detective. In which he lays down some valuable
bage, Casino, Fortv-Five, I:\~ ce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible rules for beginners, and also relates some adventures
·A uction Pitch, All Fours, and many other popular games of cards. and experiences of well-known detectives.
No. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.-Contain·
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing over three hundred interesting puzzles and conundrums. with key to same. A ing useful information regarding the Camera and how to work it;
·also how to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and other
complete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De W.
Abney.
ETIQUETTE .
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITARY
ETIQUETTE.-lt
OF
BOOK
OR,
IT;
DO
TO
No. 13. HOW
is a great life secret, and one that every young man desires to know CADET.-Containing full explanations how to gain admittance,
course of Stud;v, Examinations, Duties, Staff of Officers, Post
all about. There's happiness in it.
No. 33. HOW TO BEHAVE.-Containing the rules and etiquette Guard, Police Regnlations. Fire Department, and all a boy should
of good society and the easiest and most approved methods of ap- know to be a Cadet. Ccmpiled and written by Lu Senaren11, author
pearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."
No. 63. HOW TO BIDCOME A NAVAL CADET. -Complete in·
m the drawing-room.
structions of how to gain admission to the Annapolis Naval
Also containing the course of instruction, description
Academy.
DECLAMATION.
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and buildings. historical sketch, and everything a boy
-Containing the most popular selections in· use, comprising Dutch should know to ber.ome an officer in the United States Navy. Com•
dialect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and written by Lu Senarens, author of "How to Become •
West Point Militar;v Cadet. .,,
with many standard readings.

PRICE 10 CENTS EACH, OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
Address FRANK TOUSEY~ Publishe:J,"9 24 Union Squal'e, New York.

Fame and Fortune Weekly
STORIES OF BOYS WHO MAKE MONEY
By A

SELF-·MADE MAN

J2 Pages of ·Reading Matter

•• ••

Handsome ·Colored Covers

A NEW ONE ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY

PRIVE

a OENTS A OOPY

. This Weekiy contains interesting stories of smart boys, who win fame and fortune by their ability to take advantage of
passing opportunities. Some of these stories are founded on true incidents in the lives of our most successful self-made
men, and show how a boy of pluck, perseverance and .brains can become famous and wealthy. Every one. of this series
{)Ontains a good moral tone which makes "Fame and Fortune Weekly " a magazine for the home, although each number
i.s replete with exciting adventures. The stories are the very best obtainable, the illustrations are by expert artists, and
~very effort is constantly being , made to make it the best weekly on the news stands.
Tell your friends about it.

•

ALREADY PUBLISHED.

~

A Lucky Deal; or, The Cutest Boy In Wall Street.
,J Born to Good Luck; or, The Boy Who Succeeded.
J A Cornei: in Corn; or, How a Chicago Boy Did the Trick
~ A Game of Chance: or, The Boy, Who Won Out.
6 Hard to Beat ; or, The Cleverest Boy In Wall Street.
.
S Building a Railroad; or, The Young Contractors of Lakeview.
1 Winning His Way; or, The Youngest Editor in Green
River.
"
8 The Wheel of Fortune; or, The Record of a Self-Made
Boy.
i9 Nip and Tuck; or, The Youn·g Brokers of Wall Street.
19 A Copper Harvest; or, The Boys WhoWorked a Deserted
Mine.
1). A Lucky Penny; or, The Fortunes of a Boston Boy.
U A Diamond in the Rough ; or, A Brave Boys Start In Life.
13 Baiting the Bears; or, The Nerviest.Boy in Wall Street.
U A Gold Brick; or, The Boy Who Could Not be Downed.
lJ A Streak of Luck; or, The Boy Who Feathered His Nest
ii A. Good Thing; or, The Boy Who Made a Fortune.
1' ~ng of the Market; or, The Youngest Trader in Wall
~
Street.
18 P.ure Grit ; or, One Boy in a Thousand.
is A Rise iii Life ; or, The Career of a Factory Boy.
20 A Barrel of Money; or, A Bright Boy in Wall Street.

21 All to the Good; or, From Call Boy . to Manager.
22 How He Got There ; or, The Pluckiest Boy of Them All.
23 Bound to Win; or, The Boy Who Got Rich.
24 Pushing It Through ; or, The Fate of a Lucky Boy.
25 A Born Speculator; or, the Young .S phinx of Wall Street.
26 The Way to Success; or, The Boy Who Got There.
27 Struck Oil; or, The Boy Who Made a Million.
28 A Golden Risk; o,·, The Young Miners of Della Cruz.
29 A Sure Winner; or, The Boy Who Went Out Wit h a Circus.
30 Golden Fleece; or, The Boy Brokers of Wall Street.
31 A Mad Cap Scheme; or, The Boy Treasure Hunters of Cocos Island.
32 :A.drift on the World; or, Working His Way to Fortune.
33 Playing to Win; or, The Foxiest Boy in Wall Street.
34 Tatters ; or, A Boy from the Slums.
35 A Young Monte Cristo ; or, The Richest Boy in the World.
3·6 Won by Pluck; or, The Boys Who Ran a Railroad.
37 Beating the Brokers; or, The Boy Who " Couldn't be Done.,.
38 A Rolling Stc>ne; or, The Brightest Boy on Record.
39 Never Say Die; or, The Young Surveyor or Happy Valley.
40 Almost a Man ; or, Winning His Way to the Top.

ror. sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 5 cents per copy, in money or postage st amps, by

PRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

24 Union Square, New York.

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
•
p,/ our Libraries and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they caµ be obtained from this office direct .

Cut out and ftll
in the ·following Order Blank and send it to us with the price of the books you want and we will send them to you by return mail.
POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME A~ MONEY.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · - · •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••• • •••••• • •• • •••• •• ••••• • J

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, New York.
••........•.............•.. 190
DEAR SIR-Enclosed find ...... cents for which please send me:
.... copies of WORK AND WIN, Nos ........... . .... .....••..............•• • ....•...•......•.•...•.•••••
··... "
" THE WIDE AWAKE WEEKLY, Nos .......................... ·......................... .
"
" WILD WEST WEEKLY, Nos. ·.......•••.•....•..........•...... . . . ...... • .... . ...•.•••••
.. • . . "
" THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76, Nos ..•••.....................................•. ; ....•.••.••
·•• ... "
" PLUCK . AND LUCK, Nos ..........•... . .........................................•.•••••
"
" SECRET SERVICE, Nos .............. . .,................ . ..... .' ............ . ..... . ....•••
•. . . "
" FAME AND FORTUNE WEEKLY, Nos ...................................................
"
" Ten-Cent Hand Books, Nos ............. •............................. . . . .........•..••••
1'ame ........ . ............. : .... Street and No•••••••........... . . Town ........•. State ...•....•...••••••

WIDE AWAKE WEEKLY

A COMPLETE S'I'ORY EVERY "WEEK
BY THE BEST AUTHORS
·Price 5 Cents
Price 5 Cents
I

•

..,- HANDSOME ILLUSTRATED COVERS '""WJ
. . . . 32- PAGES OF READING MATfER - - - ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY ·-wJ

Interesting Stories of Adventure in All Parts of the World

_ . TAKE NOTICE! , _
This handsome weekly contains intensely intere sting stori es of adventure on a great variety of
subjects. Each number is r eplete with rousing ituati ons and liveiy in cidents. The heroes are
bright, manly fellows, who overcom e all obstacles by sheer force of brain s and grit and win wellmerited success. We have secured a staff of new authors, wh o \Hite these stories in a manner
whi ch will be a source of pleasure and profit to the reader. Each num ber has a han dso me colored illustration mad e by the most expert artists. Large sum s of money arc being spent to ma ke
thi s one of the best weeklres ever published.
· •

.....Here is a List of Some of the Titles.....
1 Smashing the Auto Record; or, Bart Wilson at the 7·
Speed Lever. By Edward N. Fox.
2 Off the Ticker; or, Fate at a Moment's Notice. By 8
'l'om Dawson.
3 From Cadet to Captain ; or, Di ck Danford's W e~t I 9
Point ~erve . By Lieut. J . J. Bany.
I
4 The Get-There Boys; or, Making Things Hum in H on- 10
dura s. By Fred Warburton.
5 Written in Cipher; or, The Skein Jack Barry Unrav- 11
elled. By Prof. Oliver Owens.
6 The No-Good Boys; or, Downing a Tough Jame. By 12
A. Howard De Witt.

Kicked off the Earth; or, T ed Trim's Hard Luck Cure.
By Rob Roy.
Doing It Quick ; or, Ike Brown's Hu stle at Panama.
By Captain Hawthorn, U. S. N.
In the 'Frisco Earthquake; or, Bob Brag's Day of T error. By Prof . Oliver Owens.
We, Us and Co.; or, Seeing Life \Yith a Y a ud e vill~
· Show. By Edward )J. F ox.
Cu t Out for an Officer; or, Corporal T eel in the Philippines. By Lieut. J. J . Barry.
A F ool for Luck; or, The Boy Who Turn ed Bose. By
Fred Warburton.

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 5 cents P.er copy, in money or postage stamps, by

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

24 Union Square, New York.

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
of our libraries, and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Cut out "and fill
in the following Order Blank and send it to us with the price of the books you want and we will send them to you by return mail.
P OSTAGE S'I'AMPS 'I'AKEN 'I'HE SA.lUE AS .IUONEY .
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FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, New York.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 190
DEAR Sm- Enclosed find ...... cents for which pl ease send me:
•... copies of FAME AND FORTUNE WEEKLY, Nos .. ..... . ... . .. . ...... . .......... . ..... •. . ••••••
"
" VVIDE A\,TAKE WEEKLY, Nos .. . . .. ... . .. . .. ... . ... . ... . . . . . ... . .. . . . . . . ... . ... .. · · · ·

''
''

'' \VORK r\.ND 'VIN, Nos . ........... . ..... .. . . ................ . ...... .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. .

'' WILD WEST WEEKLY, Nos ... . ....... . . . ...................... . . . ......... .. ... . . . . .. .
''
' < PT.JUCK AND LUCK, Nos ...... . . ..... ... .. . ... ... ······· · ·· · ······ · ·· · · · · ·· · · · ···••••••
"
" SECRET SERVICE, Nos ........ . . . . . .... .. . . . .. . ..... . .. . . . ... . ......... . . .....• • ••• ••• ••
"
" THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76, Nos .. ...... ..... . ... . .... . . .. ........ . . .. . .. ... . : .... . ... ..
"
" Ten-Cent Hand Books, Nos . .... . ....... . ..... . .. . ....... ... .... . . . . . . .... . . . . .. . •. • • ••• o
N anje . .. ... . ..... .. ...... . . .. . Street and No . .. ... ... .... .. .... Town .... . . ... . State . ... .• ... • •••••••

,

